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Zusammenfassung
Die optische Schaltungstechnik ist der lang erwartete Nachfolger unserer heutigen silizium-
basierten Elektronik. Das Forschungsinteresse hieran wurde durch das Aufkommen von
ultrakurzen, koha¨renten Lichquellen, welche Lichtpulse aus lediglich einer einzigen Oszil-
lation des elektrischen Feldes erzeugen ko¨nnen, enorm belebt. Ihre Nutzung zur Signalver-
arbeitung verspricht eine tausendefache Erho¨hung der bisher mo¨glichen Schaltfrequenzen.
Hauptvoraussetzung fu¨r ihre Verwirklichung ist jedoch die Verfu¨gbarkeit eines optisch ak-
tiven Schalters oder Transistors.
Ju¨ngste Forschungsergebnisse zeigen, dass intensive, ultrakurze Lichtfelder im Nahin-
fraroten die Polarisation eines Dielektrikums mit großer Bandlu¨cke auf Zeitskalen unter
einer Femtosekunde vera¨ndern ko¨nnen. Die zugrunde liegende optische Kopplung ko¨nnte
als ultraschneller, optischer Schalter verwendet werden. A¨nliche Dynamiken in konven-
tionellen, technologisch verwendeten Halbleitern wie InGaAs oder Silizium haben Potential
die Entwicklung der optischen Schaltungstechnik maßgebend zu gestalten. Da technisch
relevante Halbleiter kleine Bandlu¨cken (∼ 1eV) aufweisen, werden fu¨r ihre Untersuchung
geringere Photonenergien, also Lichtquellen im infraroten Spektralbereich, beno¨tigt. Um
eine definierte Anregung zu erzeugen und eindeutig verfolgen zu ko¨nnen, werden desweit-
eren Lichtimpulse mit kontrollierbarer elektrischer Feldentwicklung sowie eine pra¨zise, zur
umfassenden Charakterisierung geeignete, Messtechnik beno¨tigt.
Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation wurde eine intensive, koha¨rente Infrarot-Lichtquelle
entwickelt, welche die beno¨tigten kontrollierbaren Wellenformen mit konstanter Tra¨ger–
Einhu¨llenden–Phase, sowie Pulsdauern von bis zu einer einzelnen Feldoszillation, erzeugen
kann. Desweitern wurde eine Messtechnik basierend auf elektrooptischer Abtastung, mit
dessen Hilfe nunmehr die komplette Amplituden– und Phaseninformation der erzeugten
optischen Feldtransienten festgestellt werden kann, etabliert.
Zur Verwirklichung einer derartigen Lichtquelle wurde die Impulsenergie eines ex-
istierenden optisch–parametrischen Nahinfrarotversta¨rkers, welcher Impulse mit weniger
als zwei optischen Oszillationen bereitstellte, mittels einer neuartigen entarteten/nicht–
entarteten Versta¨rkungsstufe bestehend aus zwei Bariumboratkristallen, von 200 µJ auf
u¨ber 1 mJ erho¨ht. Dieser Ansatz erlaubt eine signifikante Erho¨hung der finalen Impulseen-
ergie, ohne dabei die Versta¨rkungsbandbreite oder die Impulsdauer negative zu beein-
flussen. Das Spektrum der Lichtpulse wird anschließend in einer luftgefu¨llten Hohlkernfaser
nichtlinear verbreitert um ein Superkontinuum mit kontrollierter Tra¨ger–Einhu¨llenden–
Phase zu erzeugen. Dieses umfasst mehr als drei Oktaven, beginnend mit 300 nm und en-
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dend bei u¨ber 2.5 µm, und ermo¨glicht so die Generation von Feldtransienten mit Dauern
unter einer optischen Oszillation. Zur vollsta¨ndigen Kontrolle wird das erzeugte Spek-
trum in drei spektrale Kana¨le aufgeteilt, welche individuell phasenkorrigiert, verzo¨gert
und koha¨rent rekombiniert werden.
Hochentwickelte Vielschicht–Du¨nnfilm–Optiken mit maßgefertigten spektralen Eigen-
schaften optimieren die Dispersion der Synthesizer–Kana¨le. Neuartige Ansa¨tze zum Auf-
bau der Du¨nnfilm–Optiken im ultravioletten Kanal ermo¨glichen die zeitliche Kompression
der Impulse, welche maßgebend fu¨r die Realisation der elektrooptischen Abtastung ist.
Fu¨r die elektrooptische Abtastung wird eine optimierbare, aber unbekannte Testwellen-
form erzeugt, welche durch die koha¨rente Addition des sichtbaren und des kurzwelligen
Infrarot–Kanals, mit dem zuvor charakterisierten ultravioletten Hoch–frequenz–Messkanal
in einem elektrooptisch aktiven Kristall u¨berlagert. Die nicht lineare Wechselwirkung
rotiert die Polarisation des Messpulses proportional zur instantanen Feldsta¨rke der Test–
Wellenform. Durch relative Verzo¨gerung der beiden Lichtpulse la¨sst sich so die gesamte
Entwicklung der Test–Wellenform aufzeichenen. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde die
Grenzfrequenz dieser Technik auf bis zu 430 THz erho¨ht, das entspricht einer sichtabren
Wellenla¨nge von 700 nm. Außerdem wurde der Weg fu¨r eine weitere Erho¨hung auf 500
THz (500 nm) geebnet. Bei dieser Grenzfrequenz gilt die elektrooptische Abtastung als eine
praktische Alternative zur Attosekunden–Streak–Kamera, da sie die direkte Beobachtung
von nahinfraroten Wellenformen mithilfe eines kompakten Aufbaus unter Raumbedinungen
ermo¨glicht.
Abschließend betrachtet stellt die hier vorgestellte Lichtquelle im Zusammenspiel mit
der elektooptischen Abtastung ein einzigartiges Werkzeug zur Untersuchung einer großen
Zahl von potentiell relevanten Halbleitermaterialen fu¨r die zuku¨nftige optische Schaltung-
stechnik dar.
Abstract
Lightwave electronics has long been a highly anticipated rival to the conventional silicon-
based electronics of our days. The interest was intensified by the advent of ultrafast
coherent light sources with pulse duration lasting merely a cycle of oscillating electric field
at optical frequencies. Their usage for signal processing promises a factor of 1000 increase
of the processing clock rates. However, the major prerequisite for the viability of the novel
concept is an existence of a light-governed switch or transistor.
A recent study showed, that an intense transient near–infrared light fields are capable of
governing the polarization response of a wide band gap dielectric on a sub-femtosecond time
scale, enabling optical–to–optical coupling that can be used as a switch. Observation of
a similar dynamics in conventional and technologically well–developed silicon and InGaAs
could be determining for the future of the light wave electronics. However, as both Si and
InGaAs as well as a number of other technologically relevant semiconductors have rather
modest electronic band gaps (around ∼ 1eV), sources with substantially lower photon
energies - in the short–wavelength–infrared - are required for their investigations. Further
more, in order to excite and study the electronic system in a well–controlled manner, we
need sources with well–controlled temporal evolution of the electric field, henceforth called
waveform, and measurement techniques that are able resolve the waveforms.
This dissertation aims at the development of the intense short–wavelength–infrared
(λc ∼ 1.8µm) coherent light source delivering waveform–controlled carrier-phase stable
nearly single cycle pulses and at the establishment of a high–frequency electro–optic sam-
pling technique for complete amplitude and phase characterization of the produced optical
waveforms.
For the development of the light source, an existent 200 µJ sub–two–cycle short–
wavelength–infrared optical parametric amplifier is upgraded to 1 mJ pulse energy via
an implementation of a novel degenerate/nondegenerate amplification scheme combined of
two barium borate crystals. The approach allows to substantially scale the amplifier’s pulse
energy without sacrificing the amplification bandwidth and pulse duration. The amplified
pulses are subsequently spectrally broadened in a hollow–core fiber filled with ambient air.
Resulting carrier–phase stable supercontinuum spans over three optical octaves from 300
nm to 2.5 µm and beyond ultimately supporting synthesis of sub–cycle optical transients.
Following the concept of waveform synthesis the generated spectrum is subdivided into
three spectral channels. The channels are corrected for spectral phase, temporally delayed
and later coherently recombined. While the high–frequency channel is emploid for the
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electro–optic sampling diagnostics, the visible and short–wave–infrared channels are used
for a synthesis of custom–tailored optical waveforms. Advanced multilayer thin–film dis-
persive optics is used for the dispersion control in the synthesizer’s channels. New approach
is developed for design of the thin–film components operating in the ultraviolet spectral
range. Their implementation essentially allowed generation of a temporally–compressed
pulse in the high–frequency channel that is vital for the operation of the electro–optic
sampling diagnostics.
In electro–optic sampling, an unknown test waveform created by the coherent re-
combination of the visible and short–wavelength–infrared channels overlaps with well–
characterized short sampling pulse (high frequency channel) in an electro–optic crystal.
The nonlinear interaction induces a polarization rotation of the sampling pulse which is
proportional to the instantaneous electric field of the test waveform. By scanning the tem-
poral delay between the test waveform and the sampling pulse the complete evolution of
the electric field of the test pulse is directly recorded. In the current work we have extended
the spectral cutoff of the technique to an underrepresented 430 THz, corresponding to the
wavelength of 700 nm, and potentially up to 500 THz (600 nm). With this spectral cut off,
the electro–optic sampling becomes a viable alternative to the attosecond streak camera
technique, enabling the direct recording of near–infrared optical waveforms in compact,
ambient–air set up.
All in all, the presented light source together with the established high–frequency
electro–optic sampling diagnostics is a unique tool for high–temporal resolution studies
of a wide range of semiconductor materials that are potentially suitable for the future
lightwave electronics.
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Introduction
Light is used throughout the living world to convey and transmit messages. Deep sea
creatures communicate using particular light patterns [1] the same way, as humanity from
the beginning of civilization used signaling towers and light houses to rapidly pass on vital
information over vast distances. Light still remains our major means of communication,
with optical fiber links crossing continents and ocean floor striving to keep the world
connected. However, there is an ambitious dream to utilize the speed and the unique
properties of light not only for a transport of information, but for a signal processing itself
[2, 3]. Will it ever be possible?
Introduction of the first germanium- and then silicon-based integrated circuits in 1958
[4] was undoubtedly one of the major technological advances of the twentieth century lead-
ing to the invention of the microprocessor (microchip), and consequently, revolutionizing
the world of electronics and propelling to a new level science, technology, industry and, no
less important, our daily lives. For the past 50 years microchip performance was rapidly
improving with processing power doubling approximately every 18 months. It became pos-
sible due to the steady decrease in size of the individual transistors (following the Moor’s
law [5], the amount of transistors per micropchip doubles every two years for the last 40
years) and the transistors becoming faster.
Logically, the trend can not continue into infinity. Already in 2010 it was predicted that
the growth would slow down and in 2015 Moore himself projected, that the law will reach
saturation and eventually extinct by the end of the next decade. It is mostly connected to
the major technological limitation to the transistor sizes that can be possibly manufactured
and the microchip architecture used under current paradigm.
The invention of the deep ultraviolet photolithography in 1980 enabled the manufac-
turing of transistors with dimensions below the diffraction limit of the UV light. It allowed
to shrink down the size of the individual transistor from 800 nm transverse width( the
status quo as of 1990) to ultimately 10 nm width: in 2012 Intel has released a microchip
featuring a 22 nm width; yet, in 2015 they reported on a deceleration of the advances from
the projected two-year rule with 14 nm transistor to be released and 10 nm width to be
reached by late 2017. The multi-core approach is used instead to boost the processing
power.
A further decrease of the spatial dimensions of the devices below 10 nm is possible with
a transfer to the extreme ultraviolet lithography (λ ≈ 13 nm). In 2015, IBM demonstrated
first node chips with 7 nm silicon-germanium transistors produced using this method [4].
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Later in 2016 Intel has also speculated of a transfer to 7 nm, and forecast the shift towards 5
nm technology and beyond in future. However, although the size of the individual transistor
seemingly did not reach the final technological limit yet, there are major fundamental
physical constrains in the current type of transistor and microchip architectures.
First of them is connected to the thermal stability of the circuit. With the size of the
transistor scaling down, it became possible to put more and more transistors on the same
microchip. The transistor’s switching is engaged by the external voltage that creates a con-
ductive channel and activates carriers flow across the transistor. Opening the gate creates
heat. For the stable operation of the device this heat needs to be efficiently dissipated.
It is possible by either putting fewer transistors per chip or by decreasing the required
driving fields in order to emit less heat overall. For sub–5 nm feature widths at increased
packing density, the switching energy should be so low that it becomes comparable to the
thermal fluctuations at 300 K. Therefore, thermally induced leakages start to come into
play, jeopardizing the circuits performance and stability.
The second major constraint is defined by quantum mechanical effects. The physical
size of the silicon atoms - the building blocks of the contemporary electronics - is ≈ 0.3
nm, therefore the 5 nm wide transistor can be essentially composed of 17 atoms and
in this case the whole arrangement should be also considered in a quantum–mechanical
way. When doing so we have to acknowledge that there is a non–zero probability of
tunneling either within the regions of the same transistor (leakage) as well as between
the different transistors on the densely packed microchip (cross–talk). Both effects cause
circuit instability.
Many current efforts to circumvent the known limitations concentrate on the develop-
ment of alternative transistor architectures, including single–electron or single–atom tran-
sistors, as well as in implementation of alternative materials. InGaAs has slowly came into
a spotlight for the transistor applications, while more exotic graphene-based components
create some new excitement in the field. On the other hand there is another ambitious
idea. If the fundamental limitations of the present paradigm are essentially set by the
fact that the current electronics is “electronic” in heart, can we abandon the paradigm as
whole?
The concept of a lightwave electronics comes as a rival to the silicon–based technology of
our days. Its ultimate speed potentially makes light–based signal processing superior to the
conventional electronic schemes. Yet, following the analogy with conventional electronics, a
full-scale all–optical logics has to be developed in order to enable the all–optical computing
and to fully exercise the benefits of light, meaning that the furthermost prerequisite is
the existence of the optical “transistor”. There are several significant advances in the
development of optical switches. Strong optical near infrared fields can be used for a
direct generation and direction of photocurrents in semiconductors [6, 7, 8, 9] and, recently,
dielectrics [10, 11], thus enabling a direct analogy to the conventional transistors. However,
generation of the significant amount of free carriers equals to an appearance of the excess
heat and eventually to a damage of the medium and, therefore, this optical–to–electronic
coupling has very limited if any advantages.
An alternative mechanism is a pure optical–to–optical coupling. In this case, the strong
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field causes the modification of the electronic structure of the medium postulating itself in
the change of the nonlinear refractive index that will act as a switch. Along these lines,a
recent work [12] showed that an intense near infrared field triggers a dual dynamics in
silica, Fig. 1. The nonlinear response to the field comprises an ultrafast sub–femtosecond
(fs) reversible contribution that can be used for signal processing and a much slower post–
pulse dynamics that determines the amount of dissipated heat (red, purple and light blue
lines). Below a certain field strength (dark blue), the slower dynamics becomes no longer
detectable, indicating near dissipation–free operation and, thus, pure optical–to–optical
coupling. This type of coupling gives an opportunity to make the full advantage of both:
the ultimate speed of light and the ultrafast dynamics of the broad band gap dielectrics,
thus, eventually enabling PHz clock rates.
Figure 1: The energy density transferred between the material and the driving field for
different peak intensities of the electric wave (increasing from dark blue, light blue, purple
to red). The square of the electric field is indicated in the bottom panel (gray line), [13]
An observation of a similar dynamics in conventional semiconductors such as silicon
and InGaAs could potentially deliver a new paradigm to the 335$ billion semiconductor
industry. However, as Si and InGaAs have rather modest band gaps (1.1 eV and 0.6 eV),
there investigation with near infrared fields ( 1.55 eV) is problematic. Light sources with
substantially lower photon energies corresponding to the lasing wavelengths in the infrared
around ≈ 2 µm are required. In addition, as the electronic dynamics in scope is expected
to evolve on the sub–fs to few–fs timescales, the potential work horses have to be ultrafast.
Ultrafast optics and technology has rapidly evolved since the first 0.1 ps pulses were
first achieved by colliding pulse mode-locking in dye lasers [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. A decade
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later, dyes were replaced by Kerr–lens–mode-locked Ti:Sapphire lasers that operate by
finely balancing self-phase modulation, group-velocity dispersion, saturable absorption,
and saturable gain [19, 20]. In another decade, the progress of the Ti:Sapphire-based
systems [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] complimented by the discovery of a nonlinear pulse
compression [29, 30] and implementation of the broadband aperiodic dispersive multilayer
mirrors [31, 32] has allowed to routinely generate intense near single-cycle few-fs pulses at
a central wavelength of ≈ 800 nm [33, 34, 35]. In turn, those sources enabled generation
of a train of and isolated attosecond pulses [36, 37, 38] that for the first time permitted a
direct observation of electronic processes in gases [39], solids [40] and molecules [41], thus,
marking the birth of an attosecond science [42, 3].
Meanwhile, a plethora of biological [43], environmental [44, 45], medical [43] and now
solid-state physics applications actually demands ultrafast, preferably few–cycle, intense
light sources with the emission central wavelengths in the infrared spectral range. Those
are still non–trivial. In the lack of relatively-intense ultrafast infrared oscillators, the
access to the emission wavelength in the infrared lies through the selection of difference
frequency generation processes with subsequent amplification in one or several optical
parametric amplification (OPA) stages [46]. Yet, due to the phase matching limitations
of the OPA amplifying media, nearly one–cycle let alone sub–cycle pulses are challenging
to achieve. A traditional way for a further spectral bandwidths expansion is a nonlinear
pulse compression that was already mentioned above. Despite being pioneered for the near
infrared pulses, the concept is transferable and successful at other wavelengths as well,
allowing to generate multi–octave spectra spanning from the ultraviolet to the infrared
[47, 48, 49].
In order to reach the ultimate pulse durations supported by these formidable spectra,
their chromatic dispersion has to be carefully balanced (manipulated) that is, as well, a
tremendous challenge. Over the last two decades several major techniques for a control
of the spectral phase of broadband spectra were developed [50, 51, 52]. One of the most
prominent and most used is the implementation of the broadband dispersive multilayer
mirrors [31, 53]. Despite the enormous progress reached in the design [54, 55, 32], produc-
tion, characterization and implementation of the dispersive mirrors over last twenty years,
the technology is not almighty. Management of spectra exceeding 1,5 optical octaves is
troublesome due to major physical and technological limitations.
An alternative pathway for a control over multi-octave spectra relies on the concept of
multi–channel optical waveform synthesis [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. Under this mode, the
generated ultra broadband spectrum is split into several narrower spectra - channels. The
channels are individually treated for dispersion, carrier–envelope phase (CEP) control, as
well as delay - and later coherently recombined. Apart from a synthesis of a sub–optical–
cycle pulses, this concept enables genesis of non–sinusoidal electric field waveforms enabling
a sub–cycle control over the evolution of a dynamics under examination. Meanwhile,
channels can also be used independently, acting in this case, as a multi–color ultrafast
pump–probe spectroscopic tool.
Aside from the synthesis of those waveforms, their temporal characterization is as well a
demanding task. Several techniques for a temporal characterization of few-cycle pulses have
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been developed [62, 63, 64]. Unfortunately, most of the them are not without drawbacks.
One of the major shortcomings is a necessity for a pulse reconstruction algorithm that often
yields ambiguous results. In addition, those techniques enable recording and reconstruction
of the envelope of the ultrafast pulse only leaving out the information about the exact shape
of the electric field under the envelope, the information that is of a crucial importance in
application to attosecond physics. The attosecond streak camera technique [65, 66] was
specially designed to enable recording of the exact shape of the electric filed under the
envelope and is nowadays commonly in place. However, it requires an elaborate and
spacious vacuum apparatus to operate. The electro-optic sampling technique [67, 68] is
well known in the THz community and has recently been successfully adapted to probe the
infrared waveforms [69]. Similar to the attosecond streak camera, it allows direct access to
the information about the evolution of the electric field, while at the same time it doesn’t
need a vacuum beamline and has a maximum 20 cm x 20 cm footprint. On the down
side, it requires a broadband dispersion compensated probe pulse covering the spectral
range adjacent to the investigated spectral range on the shorter wavelength side. Visible
few–fs probe pulses were used to sample a near infrared spectral range down to 1.2 µm
[69]. Hence, probing wavelengths in visible will require a usage of a broadband compressed
few–fs pulse in near ultraviolet, which is a daunting venture on its own.
This work is devoted to the development and characterization of an intense ultrafast
versatile three–channel, multi–color infrared waveform synthesizer covering spectral range
from ∼ 300 nm to 2.7 µm to be used in endeavor of having a new glimpse into a carrier
dynamics of a broad class of dielectric and semiconductor materials potentially suitable for
the future lightwave electronics.
Fig. 2 presents the footprint of the developed apparatus, visually matching the different
elements of the set up to the chapters of the present thesis. Over the course of the work
the reader will be guided step-by-step through the sections of the apparatus, (hopefully)
coherently building the complete story.
Chapter 1 (not depicted in Fig. 2) provides a brief tour through the theoretical back-
ground covering the phenomena of nonlinear optics exploited in this work. Optical para-
metric amplification, nonlinear pulse compression of mJ–level pulses via self–phase modu-
lation in noble–gas–filed hollow–core fibers (HCF) and electro–optic (EOS) sampling will
be discussed. The chapter also introduces, in a nutshell, basic principles of thin–film mul-
tilayer coatings and in particular the concept of dispersive multilayer mirrors.
Chapter 2 discusses the development of the optical parametric amplification stage that
became a source of intense sub–two–cycle pulses centered at a central wavelength of ∼ 2.1
µm that were used to generate the synthesizer’s spectrum. The subsection 2.3.1 describes
the state of affairs before the start of the project.
Chapter 3 unwraps in fine details the generation and characterization of the multi-
octave spectrum spanning from the ultraviolet to infrared that is consequently used for the
waveform synthesis and diagnostics.
Chapter 4 introduces in thorough detail design, production and implementation of the
advanced multilayer optics that essentially facilitates the operation of the whole apparatus.
Subsection 4.5 is in particular devoted to the problems arising in the development of a
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broadband ultraviolet optics that are a prerequisite for the electro-optic sampling tool.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the development of the synthesizer apparatus itself including
but not limited to mechanical design, compression of the individual channels and their
characterization.
Chapter 6 presents the concept and an experimental set up of an high–frequency broad-
band electro–optic sampling apparatus that for the first time enables to use this method,
otherwise well–known in the THz community, for the direct access to the electric field of
the visible and near infrared waveforms. The characterization of the combined synthesizer
channels is presented.
Finally, the results are summarized up and examined in Conclusions.
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the developed apparatus.
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Chapter 1
Theoretical background
The present chapter briefly introduces theory underneath pivotal physical concepts ex-
ploited in the current thesis.
1.1 Introduction to nonlinear optics
Nonlinear optics studies interaction of intense light with matter. Typically only laser
light is intense enough to trigger nonlinear phenomena. The field began shortly after T.
Maiman’s invention of the first laser [70] with observation of second-harmonic generation
by P. Franken and co-workers [71]. And in 1962 a solid theoretical foundation underneath
was first laid in the monogram of Nicholas Bloembergen [72]. For a thorough and insightful
overview of the field please refer to an excellent classical textbook by Robert W. Boyd on
nonlinear optics [73] or to no less excellent lectures of Dr. Vladislav Yakovlev of Ludwig-
Maximillians-Uneversity, Munich. The following sections cover only in brief the basics of
the processes in scope.
When applied intense light field is not too large to cross the border into strong-field
phenomena [42], matter’s response to the field is governed by the form of the dipole moment
per unit volume, or polarization density P˜ (t) at a time t. It can be expressed by a Taylor
expansion in terms proportional to the applied electric field strength E˜(t). For simplicity
let’s assume that P˜ (t) and E˜(t) are scalar for the moment. Then the polarization density
can be expressed as:
P˜ (t) = χ(1)E˜(t) + χ(2)E˜2(t) + χ(3)E˜3(t) + · · · ≡ P˜ (1)(t) + P˜ (2)(t) + P˜ (3)(t) + . . . . (1.1)
where χ(n) is n-th order susceptibility of the medium representing both the polarization–
dependent nature of the parametric interaction and the symmetries (or lack of) of the
nonlinear material. In general χ(n) is a (n + 1)-rank tensor. Eq. 1.1 assumes that the
response is instantaneous implying that the medium must be lossless and dispersionless.
The optical interactions of the most interest in the present work are the particular man-
ifestations of the second– and third–order nonlinear processes described by the nonlinear
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polarizations P˜ (2) = χ2E˜2(t) and P˜ (3) = χ3E˜3(t). Electric field E˜(t) can be represented
as:
E˜(t) = E˜(t)e−iwt + c.c. (1.2)
where E is an amplitude of the electric field and c.c. is a complex conjugate.
1.1.1 Optical parametric amplification
Lets turn to the circumstances in which the electric field incident upon a nonlinear optical
medium with a nonzero second–order nonlinear susceptibility χ(2) contains two distinct
frequency components E˜1(t) and E˜2(t) each of which can be represented in the form of Eq.
1.2. The incident electric field takes the form of:
E(t) = E˜1(t) + E˜2(t) + c.c. (1.3)
In this case the second–order nonlinear polarization P˜ (2) = χ2E˜2(t) can be re-written as:
P (2)(t) = χ(2)[E˜1
2
e−2iw1t + E˜2
2
e−2iw2t+2E˜1E˜2e−i(w1+w2)t + 2E˜1E˜2
∗
e−i(w1−w2)t + c.c.]
+ 2χ(2)[E˜1E˜1
∗
+ E˜2E˜2
∗
].
(1.4)
The complex amplitude of the frequency component given by the
P˜ (w1 − w2) = 2χ(2)E˜1E˜2
∗
(1.5)
describes a physical process called difference–frequency generation or DFG. Looking at
the form of the complex amplitude it is rather intuitive to draw a photon energy–level
diagram of the process, Fig. 1.1. From it it becomes clear that a conservation of energy
requires that for each photon of the difference frequency w3 a photon at the higher input
frequency w1 must be destroyed and the photon of the lower input frequency w2 must
be created. In case when field w2 is already present, it will be amplified by the process.
Consequently, the process of difference–frequency generation can also result in optical
parametric amplification. Under this notation, the w1 is called pump wavelength, while w2
and w3 are accordingly signal and idler wavelengths.
In addition to the energy conservation, momentum has to be conserved as well, that is
−→
k3 =
−→
k1 +
−→
k2 (1.6)
where k is a quantity well known as a wave vector. However, the condition of Eq. 1.6 is
in practice difficult to fulfill for a finite bandwidth, hence there is a residual momentum or
phase mismatch
−→
∆k =
−→
k1 +
−→
k2 −−→k3 . (1.7)
Minimization of the phase mismatch is of major importance for achieving efficient and
broadband amplification needed to support few–cycle optical pulses. Yet, the broadest
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Figure 1.1: Energy–level description of the difference–frequency generation.
amplification bandwidths of an individual medium possible may barely reach an optical
octave. In the following chapter we suggest a novel approach to extend the overall ampli-
fication bandwidth by combining several amplifying media pumped simultaneously by the
common source.
1.1.2 Electro optic effect
In the case when one of the incident fields is a static or slowly varying, i.e. E(0), the third
and fourth terms on the right-hand side of the Eq. 1.4 reduce to:
P (w) = 2χ(2)E(w)E(0). (1.8)
This term describes a contribution to the nonlinear polarization that appears in the pres-
ence of a static electric field, is at the frequency of the incident wave and is linearly
proportional to the applied electric field. This contribution is known as the linear elec-
trooptic, or Pockels, effect. It causes a change in the material refractive index that is
linearly proportional to the field. If the change appears along one crystal axis or is unequal
between the axes, the electrooptic effect induces birefringence causing phase retardation
that can be expressed as
Γ = (nx − ny)wL
c
(1.9)
where nx and ny are the refractive indices along orthogonal crystal axes.
Phase retardation changes polarization state of the transmitted light that can be
recorded in polarimeter.
1.1.3 Four–wave mixing
The next processes of interest in the current work are some of the third order nonlinear
phenomena. The third order nonlinear response can generally be expressed as P (3) =
χ(3)E3(t). In the most general case the applied electric field should comprises three distinct
frequency components, thus looking like:
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E(t) = E1(t) + E2(t) + E3(t) + c.c.. (1.10)
If one wishes to calculate the P˜ (3) through the E˜3(t), it will contain 44 different frequency
components. Explicitly some of these frequencies are 3w1, 3w2, 3w3, (w1 + w2 + w3), (w1 +
w2−w3), (w1−w2 +w3), (−w1 +w2 +w3) . . . and so on (refer to the [73] for the full list).
The complex amplitudes of the nonlinear polarization will take form :
P˜ (3w1) = χ
(3)E˜1
3
, P˜ (3w2) = χ
(3)E˜2
3
, P (3w3) = χ
(3)E˜3
3
,
and describe third harmonic generation at the frequencies w1, w2 and w3.
While the over frequency components of the nonlinear polarization will look like :
P˜ (w1 + w2 + w3) = 6χ
(3)E˜2E˜3, P˜ (w1 + w2 − w3) = 6χ(3)E˜2E˜3∗,
P˜ (w1 − w2 + w3) = 6χ(3)E˜1E˜2∗E˜3, P˜ (−w1 − w2 + w3) = 6χ(3)E˜1∗E˜2E˜3, . . .
Due to the fact that three frequencies are involved to create the forth one, these processes
are jointly called four-wave mixing. It is as well intuitive to draw the photon-energy level
diagrams for third harmonic generation and four-wave mixing, Fig. 1.2 .
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2: Energy–level description of the four–wave mixing processes. (a) General case
of FWM; (b) third harmonic generation; (c) self–phase modulation.
1.1.4 Self–phase modulation
If the applied electric field consists of three fields of the same frequency w0, the whole
family of frequency mixings reduces to only two contributions to the third-order nonlinear
polarization:
P˜ (3w0) ∝ χ(3)E˜03, (1.11)
P˜ (w0) ∝ χ(3)E˜0E˜0∗E˜0. (1.12)
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Eq. 1.12 describes a nonlinear contribution to the polarization at the frequency of the
incident light and can be as well intuitively illustrated by the photon-energy level diagram,
Fig. 1.2c. This term leads to an appearance of a nonlinear addition to the refractive index
experienced by the wave at the frequency w0.
In the presence of this kind of nonlinear response the refractive index can be described
as
n = n0 + n2I, (1.13)
where n0 is a linear refractive index, I is a time-averaged intensity of the optical field given
by
I =
n0c
2pi
|E(w0)|2 (1.14)
and n2 is an optical constant that gives a rate at which the refractive index increases with
increasing optical intensity and can be related to χ3 as
n2 =
12pi2
n20c
χ(3). (1.15)
Using the well-known equation for the phase of the light field φ = nw/c and introducing
the time dependence into I, we find that the nonlinear component of the phase per unit
length (L) can be expressed as
φNL(t) = −n2w0L
c
I(t). (1.16)
As a result of a time-varying phase, the spectrum will be modified and typically will get
broader than that of the incident pulse. It is common to describe the spectral content of
the transmitted light introducing the concept of instantaneous frequency w(t) of the pulse
in the form of
w(t) = w0 + δw(t) (1.17)
where δw(t) is a variation of the instantaneous frequency describing the spectral broadening
and can be then expressed as
δw(t) =
d
dt
φNL(t) (1.18)
When t approaches pulsed duration τ0, the shift of the instantaneous frequency reaches
its maximum value
δwmax =
∆φmaxNL
τ0
(1.19)
where
∆φmaxNL ' n2
w0
c
I0L. (1.20)
Spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation is considered to be significant when-
ever the change of instantaneous frequency δwmax is greater than the spectral width of the
incident pulse, which is when ∆φmaxNL ≥ 2pi.
Self-phase modulation and four-wave mixing are the major driving nonlinearities behind
the spectral broadening of intense mJ-level few-cycle pulses in noble-gas-filled hollow core
waveguides and filaments.
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1.2 Multilayer thin–film coatings in a nutshell
The next section is an account of some basic theory that is necessary for understanding
the principles of multilayer thin-film coatings. It is largerly adopted from another classical
textbook “Thin-film optical filters” by H. A. MacLeod [74].
As is commonly the case, the fundamental equations needed for calculation of thin-film
properties are direct consequences of Maxwell’s equations. For an isotropic media those
are:
∇ • −→D = ρ (1.21)
∇ • −→B = 0 (1.22)
∇×−→H = −→j + ∂
−→
D
∂t
(1.23)
∇×−→E = −∂
−→
B
∂t
(1.24)
−→
j = σ
−→
E (1.25)
−→
D = ε
−→
E (1.26)
−→
B = µ
−→
H (1.27)
where
−→
E - electric field strength,
−→
H - magnetic field strength ,
−→
D - electric displacement,−→
B - magnetic induction - all are vector quantities. ρ - electric charge density, σ - electric
conductivity, µ - permeability, ε - permittivity.
Permittivity ε and permeability µ can be expressed through those quantities for the
vacuum.
ε = εrε0 (1.28)
µ = µrµ0 (1.29)
c2 = 1/ε0µ0 (1.30)
where ε0, µ0 - are permittivity and permeability of the free space, εr, µr - are relative
permittivity and permeability of the medium, c - speed of light in free space.
In the absence of free charge (meaning ρ = 0) from the Eq. 1.22 we get that
∇ • −→D = ε(∇ • −→E ) = 0. (1.31)
Applying vector identity ∇× (∇× V ) = ∇(∇ • V )−∇2V and solving Eqs. 1.24, 1.25 for−→
E we find
∇2−→E = εµ∂
2−→E
∂t2
+ µσ
∂
−→
E
∂t
(1.32)
that describes inhomogeneous wave equation. The similar holds for
−→
H . In the lack of
currents, meaning j = 0, we get the solution in the form of homogeneous wave equation:
∇2−→E = εµ∂
2−→E
∂t2
(1.33)
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One of a particular solutions of the Eq. 1.32 is a linearly polarized harmonic wave that
in complex form can be represented as:
E˜ = E exp[i(w(t− z/v) + φ0)] (1.34)
where is z - is the distance traveled by the wave along the axis of propagation, v - speed
of the wave, w - angular frequency and φ0 - relative phase. If to denote E exp(iφ) as a
complex vector amplitude, then the Eq. 1.34 can be re-written as
E˜ = E exp[iw(t− z/v)]. (1.35)
In order the Eq. 1.35 to be the solution of the Eq. 1.32, it is necessary that
w2/v2 = w2εµ− iwµσ. (1.36)
Keeping in mind that c2 = 1/ε0µ0, multiplying by c
2 and dividing by w2 we can re-write
Eq. 1.36 as
c2
v2
=
εµ
ε0µ0
− i µσ
wε0µ0
. (1.37)
c/v is a dimensionless parameter of the medium defying the major differences of the
propagating medium to vacuum. We denote it as N - a complex refractive index. We
represent it in the form N = n− ik, where n - is a real part of complex refractive index or
simply refractive index and k - is an extinction coefficient. Consequently,
N2 = εrµr − iµrσ
wε0
= (n2 − k2)− i2nk. (1.38)
With the new description of N we can re-write Eq. 1.35 as
E˜ = E exp[i(wt− 2piN
λ
z)] = E exp[−2pik
λ
z] exp[i(wt− 2pin
λ
z)]. (1.39)
The significance of k emerges as being a measure of absorption in the medium. The distance
λ/(2pik) is that in which the amplitude of the wave falls by 1/e of its original value. It is
usually assumed that k is infinitely small in the transparency region of dielectric thin-film
materials. However, in the following chapters we will see, that when the working spectral
range approaches ultraviolet, the presence of absorption should not be ignored.
2pin/λ = nw/c is a change in the phase of the wave produced by traveling distance z in
the medium or distance nz in vacuum. The distance nz is known as optical distance and
is of more importance for the thin-film design than the actual physical distance z. The
exact calculation and control over this produced phase difference lies at the heart of the
development of dispersive multilayer thin-film coatings that will be in details discussed in
following chapters.
As it is not always comfortable to drag multiple constants from equation to equation,
we introduce a parameter Y that is a characteristic admittance of the free space. it is
given by
Y = (ε0/µ0)
1
2 . (1.40)
Then the characteristic admittance of any media in the lack of magnetic interactions υ
can be represented as
y = NY . (1.41)
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1.2.1 The Poynting vector
An important feature of electromagnetic radiation is that it is a form of energy trans-
port, and it is the energy associated with the wave, which is normally observed. The
instantaneous rate of the flow of energy across unity area is given by the Poynting vector
S = E ×H, (1.42)
where E and H are vectors. The direction of the vector is the direction of energy flow.
The mean of this vector is of significance for us, as it is precisely what we measure. It is
defined as irradiance I. Using the complex form of the wave we can derive it as
I =
1
2
Re(E ×H∗), (1.43)
where ∗ denotes complex conjugate. The irradiance in the Eq. 1.43 is a vector value and
its direction points the direction of the energy flow. The more usual scalar irradiance is a
magnitude of I. Since E and H are perpendicular, the Eq. 1.43 can be re-written as
I =
1
2
Re(EH∗), (1.44)
where E and H are scalar magnitudes now. The total irradiance is preserved between all
the interacting waves.
1.2.2 Simple boundary
Thin-film coatings usually consist of a number of boundaries between various homoge-
neous media, and it is the effect of these boundaries on the incident wave that defines the
functionality of the coating. A single boundary is the simplest case. The most general
arrangement is sketched in the Fig. 1.3. A linearly polarized harmonic wave is incident on
a plane separating the incident medium with refractive index n0 from adjoining homoge-
neous medium of refractive index n1. The vector indicates the direction of the energy flow
(Poynting vector), belongs to the incidence plane and has an angle θ0 with the direction
that is normal to the plain of the boundary. Axis z is normal to the plane of the boundary,
axises x and y are in the boundary plane and perpendicular to one another.
In order to understand in qualitative and quantitative ways the performance of thin-film
optical coatings, it is necessary to accept several simple conventions:
• upon incidence on the boundary a part of the incident way is reflected back and a
part is transmitted into the adjoining medium at an angle of θ1; the incident, reflected
and transmitted waves are belonging to the same plane - the plane of incidence - and
n0sinθ0 = n1sinθ1 - Snell’s law;
• there is a phase shift of pi when the reflectance takes place in the medium of lower re-
fractive index than the adjoining medium and 0 if the medium has a higher refractive
index than the adjoining medium;
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Figure 1.3: Plane wavefront incident on a single surface.
• beams interfere constructively if the relative phase difference between them is a mul-
tiple of 2pi and destructively if it is an odd multiple of pi;
• at a boundary, i.e. z = 0, the tangential components of E and H - that is, the
components along the boundary - are continuous across it; this boundary condition
is fundamental for the thin-film theory.
1.2.3 Normal incidence
Let’s consider the case of normal incidence first, Fig. 1.4, angle θ0 in this case is 0
◦. The
positive direction of the vector
−→
E is along the x axis and the positive direction of the vector−→
H is along y axis. After the incidence on the boundary, the wave is partially transmitted
and partially reflected. As the reflected wave changed the direction of propagation and we
decide to preserve the direction of the vector
−→
E along the positive direction of the x axis,
the
−→
H vector of the reflected wave has now to be along the negative direction of the y axis
in order to preserve the right-handed vector set.
After applying the boundary conditions we deduce following equations:
(a) Electric vector is continuous across the boundary
Ei + Er = Et. (1.45)
(b) Magnetic vector is continuous across the boundary
Hi −Hr = Ht (1.46)
Using the relationship between the electric and magnetic field via characteristic admittance,
we can re-write Eq. 1.46 as
y0Ei − y0Er = y1Et. (1.47)
Eliminating Et we get
y0(Ei − Er) = y1(Ei + Er) (1.48)
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Figure 1.4: Convention defining positive directions of the electric and magnetic vectors for
reflection and transmission at an interface at normal incidence.
and consequently
Er
Ei =
y0 − y1
y0 + y1
=
N0 −N1
N0 +N1
. (1.49)
For the spectral ranges where the materials are considered to be transparent, non-absorbing,
N is reduced to n.
Similarly eliminating Er from the Eq. 1.45 and Eq. 1.46, we get
Et
Ei =
2y0
y0 + y1
=
2N0
N0 +N1
. (1.50)
The quantities in the Eqs. 1.49, 1.50 are called amplitude reflection and transmission
coefficients and are denoted as ρ and τ accordingly.
ρ =
y0 − y1
y0 + y1
=
N0 −N1
N0 +N1
(1.51)
τ =
2y0
y0 + y1
=
2N0
N0 +N1
. (1.52)
As the boundary is of zero thickness it can neither supply nor extract energy, thus, the
Poynting vector is as well continuous across the boundary. Therefore
I =
1
2
Re(EH∗) = Re[
1
2
(Ei + Er)(y0Ei − y0Er)∗] = Re[1
2
Et(y1Et)∗]. (1.53)
Substituting Er = ρEi and Et = τEi, we get
I =
1
2
y0(1− ρ2)EiE∗i =
1
2
y1τ
2EiE∗i . (1.54)
As 1
2
y0EiE∗i is the incident irradiance Ii, we can reduce the equation to
(1− ρ2) = y1
y0
τ 2. (1.55)
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In the absence of absorption, k = 0 this identity is commonly known as
1−R = T (1.56)
where R is reflectance and T is transmittance and
R =
Ir
Ii
= ρ2 = (
n0 − n1
n0 + n1
)2 (1.57)
T =
It
Ii
=
y1
y0
τ 2 =
4n0n1
(n0 + n1)2
. (1.58)
Note, that in presence of absorption ρ and τ are complex values, thus the expression 1.56
will not hold.
1.2.4 Oblique incidence
For a general direction of a vector amplitude of an incident wave, expressions for the vector
amplitudes of reflected and transmitted waves quickly become complicated. Luckily, the
endless possible variations of the incident direction can be represented as a superposition
of only two major vector electrical amplitude orientations: a) vector electrical amplitudes
are situated in the plane of incidence or (Fig. 1.5a ) b) vector electrical amplitudes are
normal to the plain of incidence (Fig. 1.5b ). A wave with the electric vector located in
the incident plane is called transverse magnetic (TM) or p-polarised and a wave with the
electric vector normal to the plane of incidence – is transverse electric (TE) or s-polarised.
n0
n1
z
xBoundary
i
E
H
t
E
H
r
E
H
  
  
θ0
θ1
(a)
n0
n1
z
xBoundary
i
E
H
t
E
H
  
  
H
E
r
θ0
θ1
(b)
Figure 1.5: For p–polarised light (TM wave) (a) and for s–polarised light(TE wave)(b).
Similarly to the case of normal incidence, we choose to preserve the direction of the
electric field vector along the positive directions of the relevant axises, i.e. for p-polarised
wave – along x-axis, for s-polarised wave – along y-axis. We can now apply the boundary
conditions Eqs. 1.45 - 1.46.
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P–polarised wave
(a) Electric component parallel to the boundary is continuous across it.
Ei cos(θ0) + Er cos(θ0) = Et cos(θ1). (1.59)
(b) Magnetic component parallel to the boundary is continuous across it.
Hi −Hr = Ht (1.60)
y0Ei − y0Er = y1Et. (1.61)
In order to reduce the boundary conditions to the already discussed normal incidence
case, we should, however, substitute the tangential components of E and H in the form of
Ecos(θ) / Hcos(θ) by equivalent tangential amplitudes E and H. We can write
Ei = Ei cos(θ0) Hi = Hi = y0Ei = y0
cos(θ0)
Ei (1.62)
Er = Er cos(θ0) Hr = y0
cos(θ0)
Er (1.63)
Et = Et cos(θ1) Ht = y1
cos(θ1)
Et. (1.64)
Preserving the analogy between the normal and oblique incidence, value
γp = y/ cos(θ) = H/E (1.65)
is denoted as optical admittance at oblique incidence for p-polarised light.
S–polarised light
Similarly, in the case of s-polarised (Fig. 1.5b ) light the boundary conditions take shape
of
(a) Electric component parallel to the boundary is continuous across it.
Ei + Er = Et. (1.66)
(b) Magnetic component parallel to the boundary is continuous across it.
Hi cos(θ0)−Hr cos(θ0) = Ht cos(θ1) (1.67)
y0Ei cos(θ0)− y0Er cos(θ0) = y1Et cos(θ1). (1.68)
Re–writing in the frame of tangential amplitudes:
Ei = Ei Hi = Hi cos(θ0) = y0 cos(θ0)Ei = y0 cos(θ0)Ei (1.69)
Er = Er Hr = y0 cos(θ0)Er (1.70)
Et = Et Ht = y1 cos(θ1)Et. (1.71)
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Again, we can denote γs = y cos(θ) as optical admittance at oblique incidence for s-
polarised light.
With the introduced notation, we can repeat the routine of the Sec. 1.2.3 and find that
the established expressions hold for the new notation as well, i.e
ρ =
γ0 − γ1
γ0 + γ1
, τ =
2γ0
γ0 + γ1
(1.72)
R = ρ2 = (
γ0 − γ1
γ0 + γ1
)2, T =
γ1
γ0
τ 2 =
4γ0γ1
(γ0 + γ1)2
. (1.73)
1.2.5 The reflectance of a thin film
Let us consider now two boundaries, separated by a material of thickness d, Fig. 1.6a, -
the film. Presence of two or more interfaces means that a number of reflected beams will
be produced and the properties of the assembly will be defined by the summation of all
the produced beams. The film is considered thin when interference effects between the
produced beams can be detected in reflected or transmitted light. Whether the film is thin
or thick naturally depends on the wavelength of the light source and its coherence length.
The same film might appear thick or thin depending on illumination conditions.
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z
x
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d
Thin lm
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Incident  m edium
E1b+ E1b
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Figure 1.6: (a) Plane wave front incident on a thin film. (b) Assembly of thin films.
Let’s consider a case of plane wave incident on a thin film, Fig. 1.6a. We denote waves
traveling in direction of incidence as + and in opposite direction - −. The interface b
between the film and the substrate can be treated in the exact same way as the simple
boundary. We suppose, that there is no negative traveling wave in the substrate. We now
consider the waves in the film only. In that case the resultant wave in the film is a sum
of only two waves: positive going and negative going. At the boundary b the tangential
components of the electric and magnetic field E and H are
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E1b = E
+
1b + E
−
1b (1.74)
H1b = H
+
1b − H−1b = γ1E+1b − γ1E−1b. (1.75)
Extracting E+1b and E
−
1b, we get
E+1b =
1
2
(
Hb
γ1
+ Eb) (1.76)
E−1b =
1
2
(−Hb
γ1
+ Eb) (1.77)
H+1b = γ1E
+
1b =
1
2
(Hb + γ1Eb) (1.78)
H−1b = −γ1E−1b =
1
2
(Hb − γ1Eb). (1.79)
The waves at the interface a at the same instant and at the point with the same x and
y coordinates can be determined altering the phase factors of the traveling wave by the
phase acquired via traveling the distance d along the z direction in the film. In case of
oblique incidence, the d is corrected by the cos(θ1), i.e
δ = 2piN1dcos(θ1)/λ (1.80)
where δ is the additional phase. The phase factor of the positive going wave will be
multiplied by exp(iδ), while the phase factor of the negative going way will be multiplied
by exp(−iδ). It is implied in that definition, that the film is thin.
The values of E and H at the interface a are now
E+1a = E
+
1be
iδ =
1
2
(
Hb
γ1
+ Eb)e
iδ (1.81)
E−1a = E
−
1be
−iδ =
1
2
(−Hb
γ1
+ Eb)e
−iδ (1.82)
H+1a = H
+
1be
iδ =
1
2
(Hb + γ1Eb)e
iδ (1.83)
H−1a = H
−
1be
−iδ =
1
2
(Hb − γ1Eb)e−iδ (1.84)
so that
Ea = E
+
1a + E
−
1a = Eb(
eiδ + e−iδ
2
) + Hb(
eiδ − e−iδ
2γ1
) = Eb cos(δ) + Hb
i sin(δ)
γ1
(1.85)
Ha = H
+
1a + H
−
1a = Ebγ1(
eiδ − e−iδ
2
) + Hb(
eiδ + e−iδ
2
) = Ebiγ1 sin(δ) + Hb cos(δ). (1.86)
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This can be re-written in the matrix notation as[
Ea
Ha
]
=
[
cos(δ) (i sin(δ))/γ1
iγ1 sin(δ) cos(δ)
] [
Eb
Hb
]
(1.87)
The 2 × 2 matrix on the right-hand side of the Eq. 1.87 is called the characteristic matrix
on the thin film. By analogy with the Eq. 1.65, we can define the input admittance of the
thin film as
Y = Ha/Ea (1.88)
The equation 1.87 turns into
Ea
[
1
Y
]
=
[
cos(δ) (i sin(δ))/γ1
iγ1 sin(δ) cos(δ)
] [
1
γ2
]
Eb (1.89)
Then calculating a reflectance of the thin film reduces to a problem of calculating a
reflectance from a simple boundary between media with admittances γ0 and Y, i.e. in
general case when admittances are complex numbers
ρ =
γ0 − Y
γ0 + Y
(1.90)
R = ρρ∗ = (γ0 − Y
γ0 + Y
)(
γ0 − Y
γ0 + Y
)∗ (1.91)
where from the Eq. 1.89 Y can be calculated as
Y =
γ2 cos(δ) + iγ1 sin(δ)
cos(δ) + i(γ2/γ1) sin(δ)
. (1.92)
1.2.6 The reflectance of an assembly of thin films
Let us now consider an assembly of two thin films, Fig. 1.6b.
In analogy with the Eq. 1.87, each added layer will be described by its characteristic
matrix and the assembly of two will be fully described by the multiplication of the layer’s
individual matrices, i.e.[
Ea
Ha
]
=
[
cos(δ) (i sin(δ))/γ1
iγ1 sin(δ) cos(δ)
] [
cos(δ) (i sin(δ))/γ1
iγ1 sin(δ) cos(δ)
] [
Eb
Hb
]
(1.93)
This can be immediately extended to the assembly of q layers, when the characteristic
matrix of the whole assembly is a simply a product of the characteristic matrices of each
individual layers multiplied in right order.[
1
Y
]
=
q∏
r=1
[
cos(δr) (i sin(δr))/γr
iγr sin(δr) cos(δr)
] [
1
γm
]
(1.94)
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It is interesting to examine the phase shift associated with the reflected beam. If
represent Y = a+ ib, then with γ0 being real
ρ =
γ0 − a− ib
γ0 + a+ ib
, (1.95)
i.e tanφ =
(−2bγ0)
(γ20 − a2 − b2)
. (1.96)
Control over this value is a pivotal idea behind the design and functionality of the thin-film
multilayer dispersive optics, which will be described in finer details in the Chapter 4.
Chapter 2
Hybrid degenerate/nondegenerate
phase–stable infrared optical
parametric chirped pulse amplifier
The present chapter guides through a development of the intense one–and–a–half cycle
phase–stable 1.3 mJ near–infrared optical parametric chirped pulse amplifier (OPCPA)
that is later utilized for generation of an ultra broadband supercontinuum seeding the
multi–channel, multi–color optical waveform synthesizer.
The chapter is prepared in the form of a journal letter and is planned for a later
submission to a peer–reviewed journal.
2.1 Introduction and motivation
Observation [36, 75, 76] and theoretical justification [77, 78, 79] of the extreme ultravio-
let generation via the high–harmonic up–conversion of intense near–infrared sources has
marked the beginning of the attosecond science. Its rapid growth in the beginning of this
century saw vast progress in the development of the high–energy ultrafast coherent light
sources. Due to the large amplification bandwidth allowing the direct generation of pulses
comprising only a few oscillations of the driving filed, Ti:Sapphire–based systems held a
decade long monopoly for being the attosecond driving lasers.
However, for advancing into the water window - a region between carbon K–edge (282
eV ∼ 4.40 nm) and oxygen K–edge (533 eV ∼ 2.33 nm) – that is vital for investigating
carbon–based life, the Ti:Sapphire sources centered at a wavelength of ∼ 780 nm are not
optimal. Following the cut–off rule for the maximum electron energy, the latter scales
directly proportional to the squared wavelength of the driving electric field and linearly
with intensity:
hνcut−off = Ip + 3.17Up ≈ Ilλ2l , (2.1)
where Ip is ionization potential, Up – ponderomotive energy of the free electron acquired
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in the electric field, Il – field intensity, λl – carrier wavelength. Therefore, moving the
cut–off further into soft x–rays requires either a substantial scaling of the near–infrared
field intensity [80] or implementation of a driving source at lower photon energies. As
the incident intensity is limited by the ionization rate of the gas species and can not be
scaled infinitely due to a formation of a dense and dispersive plasma, using the driving
sources with lower photon energies has been chosen by many as more technologically and
practically feasible approach [81, 82, 83] and, consequently, stimulated extensive activities
in the corresponding field.
Soon after it was realized that other branches of the attosecond physics, namely time-
resolved attosecond polarization spectroscopy [12], may largely benefit from the availability
of the sources with lower (in comparison to ∼ 1.6 eV (780 nm)) photon energies. The tech-
nique analyze the imprint that the carrier dynamics in scope leaves on the transmitted
electric field. Several experiments have concentrated on scrutinizing the band gap dynam-
ics of dielectric materials, including silicon oxide, that are of interest and importance for
application to light–wave–governed signal processing. Performing similar investigations
with the conventional semiconductor materials that have a much lower band gap, how-
ever, is less sensible due to the high photon energy of the excitation pulses that bleaches
the material and hinders the unambiguous interpretation of the measurements along with
damaging the sample. Few–cycle sources with the lower excitation energies are more ben-
eficial in this respect. Apart from the central wavelength, another crucial requirement is,
however, a phase–stability of the driver that is needed for the field–sensitive measurements.
In the lack of broadband infrared gain media, generation of few–cycle phase-stable
pulses in the infrared is substantially more challenging than in case of Ti:Sapphire–based
systems. The access to the wavelengths in the infrared is possible through difference
frequency generation. This path in some cases also enables passive CEP–stabilization of
the generated spectrum via phase cancellation in the DFG process – pivotal requirement
for field–resolved measurements – and due to that this approach quickly became a method
of choice [84, 85]. Subsequent amplification in one or more OPA stages [46, 86, 87, 60, 61]
boosts the output energy by several orders of magnitude.
Nevertheless, a broadband amplification supporting potentially sub–two–cycle pulses is
still difficult due to unavailability of broadband and robust amplification media. Period-
ically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystals support unprecedented amplification band-
width, yet suffer from photorefractive damage at relatively low intensities and can not be
produced in large apertures. Therefore, scaling the energies to mJ levels with PPLN is
less plausible. For years, PPLN’s non-poled counterpart – bulk lithium niobate LiNbO3 –
was used for amplification of intense broadband pulses centered at µ 2 µm. Bulk LiNbO3
has a inferior amplification bandwidth in comparison to PPLN, however its higher damage
threshold and zero dispersion point (ZDP) at 1.9 µm made it to a good alternative for
degenerate broadband amplification at ∼ 2 µm. Yet, it is far from perfect. It continues
to suffer from photorefractive damage at fairly low intensities, and performs poorly under
high power conditions as a result. More problematic is the low efficiency of LiNbO3 –
based systems. Although it has broadband, degenerate phase–matching for ∼ 2 µm range,
this carries the necessary consequence that second harmonic generation (SHG) is also well
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phase–matched in the crystal becoming a second loss channel and reducing the overall OPA
efficiency.
Barium borate (BBO) crystals have much larger damage thresholds, but limited am-
plification bandwidths at ∼ 2 µm, largely due to the fact that its ZDP lies at 1.49 µm.
However, an elegant combination of two types of BBO crystals suggested by Dr. Nicholas
Karpowicz seemed to be able to circumvent the troublesome limitations allowing for de-
velopment of a broadband, efficient, BBO–based OPCPA scheme.
Here we present our work on development of hybrid degenerate/nondegenerate BBO-
based OPCPA that yielded generation of sub–two–cycle ∼ 11 fs 2 mJ pulses at a central
wavelength of ∼ 2 µm.
2.2 Concept and theoretical justification
BBO is generally not an ideal amplification media for our combination of signal and pump
wavelengths. Although it is a robust and readily available crystal, its shorter ZDP wave-
length (1.49 µm) means that it shows strong negative dispersion across the desired amplifi-
cation window, making broadband, degenerate phase–matching impossible. Since the dis-
persion is negative, the bandwidth limitation can’t be bent by noncollinear phase-matching,
since the angle between pump and signal simply reduces the bandwidth further. Second
harmonic generation is phase–matched in degenerate BBO OPAs as well, although with a
reduction in bandwidth compared to LiNbO3.
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Figure 2.1: Hybrid degenerate/nondegenerate OPCPA. (a) Simulated amplification spec-
trum of the hybrid BBO assembly (blue) in comparison to bulk lithium niobate (magenta);
(b) Dependence of the OPA efficiency from the stretching of the seeding pulse.
Degenerate phase–matching is not the only possibility, however. In type II OPAs, the
signal and idler travel on different axes of the crystal, for example the signal on the slow axis
and the idler on the fast axis. As a result, phase–matching will favor a shorter wavelength
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on the slow axis of the crystal. The type II process tends to be more narrow band as the
nondegeneracy leads to poor group–velocity matching.
This is not always the case, though. In the type II process in BBO, phase–matching
near the ZDP can be surprisingly broadband. Due to the large birefringence of BBO,
this broadband, nondegenerate gain window, when pumped at 1030 nm, is adjacent to,
but not overlapping, the degenerate gain window. Additionally the type II process is
not accompanied by phase matching of SHG and the absence of the two associated loss
channels results in an increase in the achievable conversion efficiency. Simply taking the
output of a type–I OPA and feeding it to a type–II crystal creates a hybrid system with
more bandwidth than either, and higher efficiency than would be possible in a purely
degenerate system.
Dr. Karpowicz simulated the spectra and efficiency of the systems using plane-wave
propagation code, under our experimental pumping conditions of the third stage of the
OPCPA (70 GW/cm2, 1.4 ps, 1030 nm pump with 40 W power, 1.5-2.7 nm seed with
300 mW power). The resulting spectra with LiNbO3 and BBO are shown in Fig.2.1a.
When the type II crystal is used, all outputs of the first crystal are included to watch
for detrimental effects from parasitic processes. The LiNbO3 OPA consists of a single,
2-mm-thick crystal with θ = 45.30◦, and the BBO crystals are cut at θ = 21.42◦ for type I
(4 mm), and θ = 29.48◦ for type II (5 mm).
The gain bandwidths of the LiNbO3 and hybrid systems are comparable, but with a
blue shift of the hybrid system due to the short-wavelength type–II OPA. Both of the
degenerate spectra exhibit the characteristic dip in the center associated with SHG, but
with a much narrower hole in BBO due to the worse SHG phase–matching and absence of
SHG in the type II process.
The maximum achievable efficiency appears to be higher in the hybrid system. It can
already be seen in Fig. 2.1b that the saturated energy conversion in the nondegenerate
channel is higher (i.e. the higher peak at high frequencies) - this is shown quantitatively
as a function of seed stretching in Fig. . The hybrid system achieves very high conversion
efficiency. Due to the fact that the ZDP of the BBO lies at ∼ 1.49 µm in comparison to
1.9 µm for LiNbO3, the hybrid configuration prefers a positively–chirped seed. Such chirp
might be introduced implementing bulk silicon, while the compression can be consequently
performed with IR–grade fused silica, sapphire or similar materials. Avoiding the silicon
and, thus, potentially problematic two–photon absorption in the output high-energy beam,
should simplify compression and preserve beam quality.
2.3 Experimental results
2.3.1 State of affairs before the start of the current development
The present OPCPA in finer details is described in [87]. However, over the years a large
number of modifications have been introduced and here we describe the latest state of the
system.
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A commercial Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Femtolasers, Rainbow II) seeds commercial multi–
pass Ti:Sapphire amplifier (FemtoPower) yielding 20 fs 0.6 mJ pulses at a repetition rate
of 3 kHz centered at a central wavelength of ∼ 780 nm. 100 µJ of the output is spec-
trally broadened in the 300 mm long hollow–core fiber filled with 3 bars of Krypton. The
nonlinearly broadened spectrum covers spectral range from 600 nm to 1000 nm and is com-
pressed to ∼ 5 fs pulse duration in the set of chirped mirrors. The output beam is focused
into 500 µm thick type–II BBO crystal for intrapulse DFG. Generated OPCPA seed spans
from 1.2 µm to 2.7 µm and is passively CEP–stable. The spectral phase of the infrared
seed pulses is shaped in an acousto–optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF) (DAZ-
ZLER, Fastlite). The seed is amplified via two OPCPA stages in noncollinear geometry
in 5% MgO–doped PPLN crystals with 2 and 1 mm thicknesses for the first and second
stage, respectively.
The pump of the OPCPA is a home–built multi–pass Yb:YAG 1030 nm thin–disk
regenerative amplifier. For the “rough” temporal synchronization of the seed and pump, a
spectral band around 1030 nm of the master Ti:Sapphire Rainbow II oscillator is selected
with a band–pass filter and redirected away from the subsequent Ti:Sapphire amplifier.
The pulses are pre–amplified in the fiber amplifier, stretched to ps pulse duration, the
repetition rate is downgraded to 3 kHz and the resultant pulse train is used as a seed for
the thin–disk regenerative amplifier. The ”rough” synchronization is supported by active
spectrally–resolved cross–correlation [88] stabilization technique that allows for as less as
24 fs RMS jitter between the seed and the pump.
The amplified pulses caring up to 18 mJ of pulse energy are compressed to ∼ 1.2 ps
and are used to pump three OPCPA stages. 0.4 mJ and 3 mJ pulse of energy are used to
pump first and second amplification stage respectively. The remaining 14 mJ are used to
pump the newly developed noncollinear hybrid degenerate/nondegenrate OPCPA.
2.3.2 1.3 mJ sub–two–cycle 2.1 µm hybrid OPCPA
The schematic of the novel OPCPA is presented in Fig. 2.2a. The collimated output
of the second PPLN–based amplification stage is expanded by the factor of three using
the all reflective mirror–based telescope assembled of a concave f = 400 mm and a convex
f = 1200 mm protected silver mirrors. The beam emerging after the telescope is maintained
slightly diverging in order to avoid the collapse of the beam due to self–focusing in the
media. The pulse is positively pre–chirped by passing through 6 mm of bulk silicon.
Additional pre–chirp is introduced by the DAZZLER and is fine–tuned afterwards.
The collimated pump beam is squeezed by a factor of two in all–reflective dielectric–
mirror–based telescope. The seed and the pump are recombined at a small angle in the
two–crystal assembly. The phase–matching angles for both crystals of the assembly can
be adjusted individually for the broadest possible amplification. Varying the temporal
delay between the seed and the pump pulses, we achieved broadband amplification of the
seeding spectrum. The output spectrum of the hybrid OPCPA together with the seeding
second stage seeding spectrum is depicted in the Fig. 2.2b. The spectra are measured
using InGaAs–based commercial grating spectrometer (Ocean Optics, NIRQuest256) with
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Figure 2.2: Hybrid degenerate/nondegenerate OPCPA. (a) Schematic of the OPCPA stage;
(b)the seeding spectrum (light brown) and the amplified spectrum (light red)out of the
novel hybrid degenerate/nondegenerate OPCPA.
implemented correction for the spectral sensitivity of the spectrometer.
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Figure 2.3: OPCPA long–term stability: 30 min time slot, rms noise of ≤ 2 %
At the full pump power of 14 mJ the amplified spectrum carries more than 2 mJ of
pulse energy. However, due to a substantial thermal load in the lack of active cooling
and possible oversaturation, the beam profile in far as well as in the near field noticeably
deteriorates, Fig. 2.4a, 2.4b .
As the output beam must later be coupled into a hollow–core fiber, the beam profile
quality is of major importance. Reducing the pump energy from 14 mJ to 10 mJ reduces
the output pulse energy to 1.3 mJ with substantial improvement of the beam quality, Fig.
2.4c, 2.4d. Yet, the OPCPA remains saturated, thus, demonstrating low rms noise of ≤ 2
% as confirmed by the measurement of the power stability over a 30 minute, Fig. 2.3.
The pulse compression is accomplished in 10 mm of bulk sapphire allowing to avoid
two–photon absorption and consequent further deterioration of the beam quality. The
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Figure 2.4: Hybrid degenerate/nondegenerate OPCPA mode. (a) Beam profile in the far
field and (b) in the near field in case of over saturation; (c) beam profile in far and d) near
field in case of saturation.
fine tuning of the dispersion is performed with the assistance of DAZZLER. The tempo-
ral characterization of the pulses was performed using third–harmonic frequency–resolved
optical gating (TH–FROG) apparatus [63]. Measured and reconstructed traces reveling
compression to ∼ 11 fs are presented in Fig. 2.5. Good correspondence between the re-
constructed, Fig. 2.5c, and measured, Fig. 2.2b, OPCPA spectra confirms consistency of
the measurement.
2.4 Conclusion of Chapter 2
In conclusion, we have presented a novel approach for designing broadband, efficient high–
energy BBO–based OPCPAs. The intrinsic bandwidth limitation set by the amplification
bandwidths of the individual BBO crystals was mitigated implementing the hybrid crystal
arrangement combining relatively broadband degenerate amplification in a type–I BBO
with efficient, narrowband spectrally offset amplification in the type–II BBO. The combined
bandwidths of both exceeds the amplification bandwidth of the individual crystals and is
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Figure 2.5: Spectra-temporal characterization of the novel hybrid OPCPA. (a) recorded
and reconstructed TH-FROG spectrogram; (b) reconstructed temporal profile (black) and
temporal phase (blue);(c) reconstructed spectral profile (black) and spectral phase (blue)
of the OPCPA pulse.
comparable to the amplification bandwidth of a commonly used LiNbO3 crystals. The
higher damage threshold of the BBO allows for demonstrated energy scalability into a
multi–mJ levels without a danger of a photo refractive damages. Passive CEP–stability
is insured by the mechanism of the seed generation and is confirmed in the Chapter 3.
Unluckily, at the present state the OPCPA suffers from the over saturation that doesn’t
allow to explore its ultimate potential. However, future feasible improvements such as
active cooling and minor re–designing should be able to defeat these flaws.
Chapter 3
Generation of a multi–octave
phase–stable supercontinuum in
ambient–air– or argon–filled
hollow–core fiber
This chapter is largely adapted from the O. Razskazovskaya et. al ”Generation of a multi-
octave phase-stable supercontinuum in ambient–air- or argon–filled hollow-core fiber”, in
preparation.
This chapter presents generation of an ultra broadband CEP–stable supercontinnum
via spectral broadening of a six–cycle and a sub–two–cycle mJ–level pulses centered at a
central wavelength of ∼ 2.1 µm in a hollow–core fiber filled with argon or ambient air.
The supercontinua span over three optical octaves from ∼ 280 nm to 2.7 µm, carrying a
maximum of ∼ 0.5 mJ pulse energy. The unique combination of parameters makes the
source readily suitable for exploitation in an infrared multi–color waveform synthesizer
unraveling generation of energetic sub–cycle transients at ∼ 1.9 µm.
3.1 Introduction to the topic
The rapid evolution of ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy [89] and later of attosecond sci-
ence [90, 3] over the last two decades stimulated tremendous progress in the generation,
characterization and exploitation of the intense ultrashort light pulses. Discovery of non-
linear compression of mJ–level near–infrared pulses in noble–gas–filled hollow–core fibers
(HCF) [91, 30, 29] pushed the frontier of the achievable pulse duration to merely a cycle
of an oscillating electric field in early 2000s [92, 34, 35, 93].
Nowadays a number of applications [3, 12] demand those ultrashort light bursts to carry
lower photon energies (in comparison to the Ti:Sapphire ∼ 800 nm ≈ 1.5 eV) in order to
avoid material damage and to control strong nonlinearities. Yet, the sources delivering
CEP–stable near–single–cycle pulses with sufficient pulse energies in the infrared (IR)
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spectral range are still rather unique. The essential prerequisite for their development is
availability of an ultra broadband spectra, spanning preferably over several optical octaves,
that are nontrivial to synthesize.
Due to the lack of the amplification media, the OPCPA approach is not able to support
the spectra exceeding an optical octave, the up-to-date reported schemes for a generation
of extreme broadband spectra in the infrared include: i) filamentation of the few–cycle
mid–infrared pulses in bulk and gaseous media [49, 47, 94, 95, 48] and ii) nonlinear pulse
compression in noble–gas–filled HCF [96, 97, 98] and photonic-crystal-fibers (PCF) [99].
Filamentation in bulk, as well as nonlinear pulse compression in PCFs, generates CEP–
stable multi-octave spectra from the ultraviolet to infrared. However, the available pulse
energy is limited to a tens of µJ meaning that for many applications a consequent am-
plification is required. Filamentation in gaseous media yielded a spectacular mJ–level
supercontinuum, though, the discussion of the CEP–stability was, unfortunately, avoided
[47].
The use of noble–gas–filled HCF for spectral broadening of high–energy ( ∼ 1–2 mJ
scale) ultrashort pulses is well explored in near infrared and remains advantageous in
the longer wavelength. Despite the lower nonlinear refractive indices of the noble gases
in the infrared spectral range, scaling of the filamentation critical power Pcr as ∼ λ2 and
increased length of the light–matter interaction in the waveguide permit a dramatic spectral
broadening of multi–mJ infrared pulses.
In this chapter I present a generation of multi–octave CEP–stable supercontinua via
the nonlinear pulse compression of mJ–level few–cycle pulses centered at ∼ 2.1 µm in
argon– and ambient–air–filled hollow–core glass capillary. The maximum transmitted en-
ergy reaches ∼ 0.5 mJ with about 20% of the infrared energy transfered into the 280 nm –
1.4 µm spectral range. The demonstrated spectra support 1.55 fs FTL (Fourier-transform-
limited) sub–cycle transients and are well suited to enable sub–mJ multi–channel multi–
color infrared waveform synthesis.
3.2 Experimental set up and results
The input infrared pulses are produced by a CEP–stable multi–stage OPCPA reported
in [] and described in additional details in Chapter 2. For the generation of the required
supercontinuum we used two different OPCPA architectures.
3.2.1 The state of affairs before the start of the current work -
0.5 mJ OPCPA
The proof of the principle experiment was first performed by Dr. Alex Schwarz and I am
personally sincerely thankful to him for his work. The next two paragraphs reproduce the
essence of the experiment.
In the first OPCPA architecture a 1.5 mm thick bulk lithium niobate LiNbO3 was
used for the amplification in the second stage, due to an unavailability at the time of
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a PPLN crystals in large apertures and with good poling quality. Lithium niobate was
able to provide a required energy scalability allowing to reach 350 µJ pulse energy. As
the phase-matching of the bulk crystal is inferior to its poled counterparts, the amplified
bandwidth is limited, however, still sufficient to support sub-three-cycle 16 fs FTL pulses.
In order to further push the pulse energy, the amplification bandwidth of the OPCPA was
cut. The seed pulse was stretched to the duration exceeding the duration of the pump
pulse. In that case the amplification bandwidths is defined by the overlap between pump
and overstretched seed pulse and it is possible to tune the central wavelength by scanning
the pump pulse through the seed pulse. Limiting the bandwidth additionally increases the
efficiency of the AOPDF (DAZZLER), so both stages benefited from the enhanced seeding
as well as less phase-mismatch and better temporal overlap of pump and seed pulses. It was
possible to push the output of the second stage to over 0.5 mJ energy. DAZZLER-assisted
compression in bulk Si yielded ∼ 40 fs (sub–six–cycles) 0.5 mJ pulses.
The entire beam was focused with a 750 mm CaF2 lens and coupled into a 200 µm
diameter 340 mm long HCF filled with argon. The capillary housing is sealed on each
side with 1 mm thick CaF2 Brewster windows. The DAZZLER settings were adjusted
to compensate for the dispersion introduced by the entrance window. Thankfully to a
superior OPCPA beam quality, transmission of the capillary reached 66 %. The spectral
broadening in the HCF was scanned over argon pressure, Fig. 3.1a. The spectrum of
the emerging supercontinuum was monitored using two intensity-calibrated fiber-coupled
spectrometers: the spectrum in the range 250 nm – 1100 nm was recorded with silicon
charged-coupled device (CCD) spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Maya Pro); in the range 1200
nm – 2.5 µm – with InGaAs CCD spectrometer (Ocean Optics, NIRQuest256). Around
the spectrometer overlap region at 1 µm (gray area in Fig. 3.1, both spectrometers are
quite insensitive, therefore the exact spectral shape is less certain).
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Figure 3.1: Pressure scan. (a) 0.5 mJ sub–six–cycle OPCPA in 200 µm diameter HCF; (b)
1.1 mJ sub–two–cycle OPCPA in 320 µm diameter HCF.
At the working pressure of 1000 mbar the supercontinuum spans from ∼ 400 nm to ∼
2.5 µm (and possibly beyond) with almost uniform intensity between 1 µm and 1.9 µm,
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thus, continuously covering nearly–three optical octaves.
Note how at low pressures self–phase modulation, 3rd and the 5th harmonic start build-
ing up. With increasing gas pressure, the fundamental and third harmonic are broadened
and finally their spectral components will merge.
3.2.2 1.3 mJ OPCPA
The promising initial results of spectral broadening provided an impulse to upgrade the
driving source. The second architecture used for the consequent experiments is a three
stage OPCPA described in the Chapter 2. The front end delivers ∼ 1.3 mJ ∼ 11 fs pulses.
After several reflections on gold and silver turning mirrors, the beam is focused with a
f = 1500 mm silver mirror and 1.1 mJ energy is launched into a 320 µm diameter 340 mm
long hollow–core fiber filled with argon. Identical to the previous experiment, the capillary
housing is sealed on each side with 1 mm thick CaF2 Brewster windows. Regrettably, due
to a slightly inferior beam quality of the three–stage architecture compared to the two–
stage OPCPA, transmission of the capillary is only ∼ 50 %. In order to have a comparison
with the results achieved with the first architecture, the spectral broadening at different
gas pressures was recorded, Fig. 3.1b.
At the working pressure of 1000 mbar, the supercontinuum spans from ∼ 280 nm
to 2.5 µm and beyond (the detection is limited by the spectral coverage of the InGaAs
spectrometer) – more than three optical octaves. About 5 % of the infrared energy is
transfered into the 280 nm – 600 nm spectral region, while other 17 % are contained in the
600 nm – 1.4 µm band. The spectral regions 280 nm –750 nm and 750 nm – 1.5 µm have
almost uniform intensity, allowing the supercontinnum to be plotted on a linear scale.
In both cases of broadening in Ar, for the pressures beyond 1000 mbar - 1100 mbar the
blue and ultraviolet components of the supercontinua become more pronounced. However,
the output mode and stability deteriorates possibly due to the strong self–focusing and
the rise of filamentation. The limitation could be circumvented by switching to a gas
with higher ionization potential, for instance neon. Yet, achieving the similar or better
broadening will require at least a factor of two higher gas pressure, thus jeopardizing the
mechanical stability of the capillary. Changing the entrance windows to 2 mm thick CaF2
will introduce substantially more dispersion to the ultraviolet region of the spectra that is
highly undesirable.
Considering that the nonlinear refractive index of ambient air is similar to the one
of argon, we have endeavored to attempt the spectral broadening of the 1 mJ, ∼ 11 fs
pulses in a HCF filled with the ambient air. The HCF remained in the housing, yet,
the CaF2 Brewster windows were removed. After fine–tuning of the DAZZLER settings
to compensate for the removed entrance Brewster window and adjustment of the fiber
position along the focus, the generation of a spectacular ultra broadband supercontinuum
similar to the one recorded in Ar was observed. However, inability to fine–tune the gas
pressure substantially lowered the day–to–day reproducibility of the generated continuum.
In order to stabilize the process, 320 µm core diameter HCF used for the broadening in
Ar was substituted with a 270 µm HCF. That allowed to substantially improve the beam
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pointing stability and increase the effective nonlinearity, combined action of both enabled
generation of a supercontinuum in the Fig. 3.2. Yet, the capillary transmission fell to ∼
30 %. Implementation of an active beam pointing stabilization will resolve the issue.
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Figure 3.2: Generation of multi–octave supercontinuum in the ambient air–filled HCF.
The spectral shapes of the supercontinua generated in Ar andaAir are strikingly similar,
however, in the latter case less of the infrared energy is transfered into the ultraviolet, visible
and near infrared regions of the supercontinuum. Only ∼ 3 % of the energy is transfered
into the ultraviolet-visible range, while still about 15 % goes to the visible–near infrared.
Nevertheless, both supercontinua support ∼ 1.55 fs FTL pulses – a sub-cycle transient at
the central wavelength of ∼ 1.9 µm.
Decomposition of such a broadband spectrum into individual bands with a subsequent
compression with, for instance, dispersive mirrors [31, 100, 101] (possibly complemented by
amplification) and re–combination is known as a parallel waveform synthesis [56, 61, 60, 58].
Seeded by the generated supercontinuum, the waveform synthesis scheme facilitates the
production of sub-cycle transients at the central wavelength of ∼ 1.9 µm.
3.3 CEP-stability
For the application to the ultrafast time–resolved field–sensitive measurements, CEP sta-
bility becomes even more critical than the number of cycles underneath the envelope.
Therefore, inherently CEP-stable sources (like those derived from an intrapulse difference
frequency generation) are a perfect light source for the spectral broadening. However,
the phase needs to be preserved in the process. In order to evaluate the pulse–to–pulse
CEP stability of the continuum generated we performed a standard collinear f − 2f in-
terferometric measurement. A part of the spectrum was frequency doubled in a 100 µm
thick type–I BBO. The stability of the fringes was recorded over 1200 s, Fig. 3.3. The
CEP jitter reconstructed from the measurement is ∼ 200 mrad. The CEP fluctuations
are strongly coupled to the beam pointing. With the beam pointing stability deteriorating
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Figure 3.3: (a) Recorded f-2f fringe pattern over 1200 s; (b) recorded phase noise.
over time, the jitter surges to ∼ 440 mrad and beyond. As it was mentioned before, the
implementation of an active beam pointing stabilization should improve the operation.
3.4 Conclusions and outlook of Chapter 3
We achieved the generation of an ultra broadband supercontinuum spanning over three
optical octaves from ∼ 280 nm in the ultraviolet to 2.5 µm and beyond in the infrared
via nonlinear spectral broadening of mJ–level pulses in a argon– and ambient air–filled
hollow–core fiber. The continuum is CEP stable and has a smooth, well behaved spectral
phase, thus enabling its compression with assistance of, for instance, chirped multilayer
mirrors. Well suited to seed a multi–channel waveform synthesizer, it facilitates generation
of infrared sub–cycle sub–mJ transients, as well as development of a multi–color ultrafast
source for a range of spectroscopic and imaging applications.
Chapter 4
Advanced multilayer thin–film
dielectric coatings for versatile
dispersion management
This chapter is largely adapted from O. Razskazovskaya, F. Krausz, V. Pervak ”Multilayer
coatings for femto- and attosecond technology”, Optica 4, 2017, [101]. It introduces con-
cept, design approaches and implementation specifics of the advanced dispersive thin–film
multilayer optics that was developed for dispersion management of the ultra broadband
supercontinuum generated in the Chapter 3 under the architecture of multi–channel wave-
form synthesizer described in details in Chapter 5.
4.1 Introduction and historical overview
Within the last two decades dispersive dielectric multilayer mirrors (DM) have played a
significant role in the progress of ultrafast science. Their ability to manipulate the phase
of a light pulse has advanced synthesis of intense femtosecond optical pulses followed by
remarkable progress in the disciplines of nonlinear optics.
The quest for ever-shorter pulses started shortly after the first laser was demonstrated
[70] and rapidly led to sub-100-fs pulses by passively mode-locked dye lasers [14, 15, 16,
17, 18]. After a reign of two decades, femtosecond dye lasers were replaced by Kerr-lens-
mode-locked Ti:Sapphire lasers, in which self-phase modulation and group-delay dispersion
(GDD) control by a pair of prisms allowed the pulse duration to approach [19, 20] and
surpass the 10-fs regime for the first time [102]. Uncompensated higher-order dispersion
was found to be the limiting factor in further pulse shortening [103, 102], while the delicacy
of the prism arrangement challenged the reproducible operation. Replacing the prisms with
aperiodic multilayer resonator mirrors with tailored group–delay dispersion [31], which
became known as chirped mirrors, allowed these limitations to be overcome. With their
use, Stingl and co-workers [21, 23] demonstrated the generation of highly stable sub-10-fs
optical pulses from a Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillators.
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The main operational principle that defined the functionality of the first chirped mirrors
and continues to have larger impact is so called ”penetration effect” [31]. The layer stack
of the conventional Bragg reflector is modified in such a way, that the thickness of the
individual layers is gradually increasing through the stack with thinner layers being closer
to the incident medium and thicker layers – closer to the substrate. Thus, the stack appears
to be ”chirped”. This creates a wavelength–dependent penetration depth for the different
frequency components of the incident radiation, with shorter wavelength being reflected
in the top layers of the structure and ,thus, earlier and longer wavelengths being reflected
deep in the structure, thus, later. This difference in the travel time creates a wavelength
dependent group delay (GD).
Alternatively, group delay variation may be introduced with Fabry–Perot–like resonant
structures – or Gires–Tournois interferometer (GTI) – creating a wavelength–dependent
storage time of the incident radiation [104]. Both effects may coexist to improve the
performance. As the modern dispersive optics commonly bears the features of both sub–
groups, the general term for multilayer mirrors is dispersive mirrors.
In the next decade after their invention, the capability of chirped mirrors to reflect
light over a broad range of wavelengths with controlled phase combined with simplicity
and high efficiency had been instrumental in advancing Ti:Sapphire oscillators to the few-
femtosecond, few–cycle regime [22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. By the mid. 2000s, nonlinear pulse
compression of amplified pulses along with progress of dispersive mirror technology [32]
extended the frontiers of ultrashort pulse generation to what has been believed to be an
ultimate border – one cycle of the optical carrier wave. Advanced chirped–mirror–based
ultrafast systems nowadays routinely deliver powerful near–single–cycle pulses [33, 35].
With the advent of the passive (non–amplifying) [56] and later active (amplifying)
[59, 61, 58, 60] optical waveform synthesis (OWS), the dispersive mirror technology had to
stand to new challenges. As the OWS relies on utilization of multi–octave supercontinua,
the spectral coverage of the novel dispersive optics had to be extended from the decade long
status Quo of visible spectral range into adjacent ultraviolet and infrared. In addition, since
the synthesis is enabled by coherent re–combination of several individual color channels, the
challenge of careful decomposition of the seeding multi–octave spectrum and consequent
re–combination of the individual wavepackets had to be undertaken.
Here I start by addressing the problem of dividing multi–octave radiation into different
spectral channels while preserving the spectral phase and amplitude distribution of the light
wave and then move on to discuss the broadband dispersive multilayer mirrors required for
GDD control over the individual spectral ranges. I give an overview of multilayer optics for
the VIS and NIR range of Ti:Sapphire lasers and then address the advances that extend
precision GDD control into the UV and towards the mid IR, essentially facilitating the
functionality of the infrared waveform synthesizer presented in the Chapter 5.
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4.2 Multi-octave group delay control
Independent of the specific scheme, OWS relies on seed pulses with ultra–broad spectral
coverage, spanning preferably a couple of octaves or more. The spectrum is separated
into several channels, of which each is treated individually. In the case of the passive
scheme, each channel is compressed to near its Fourier–transform–limit (FTL) in a disper-
sive delay line, before being recombined to synthesize the transients. In active schemes,
each wavepacket remains temporally stretched while being amplified in one or more OPA
stages. In [105] Chia and co–workers suggested to maintain the individual channels slightly
chirped until after the final recombination in order to decrease the peak intensity and thus
reduce the B–integral. The ultra broadband dispersive mirror pair meant to compensate
the dispersion of the combined waveform afterward. The laser–induced damage threshold
of the final mirror pair still remains a concern.
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Figure 4.1: (a) A class of dichroic beam splitters for separation of ultraviolet, visible and
near infrared bands in the passive synthesizer in [106]; (b) A class of dichroic beam splitters
for separation of visible and near infrared bands in the passive and active synthesizers under
development. Solid curves - designed reflectance, dotted curves - designed GD.
The channels of any OWS apparatus are initially separated with customized dichroic
beam splitters (DBS). There are several major requirements to these key components: (1)
a high contrast between reflected and transmitted light, (2) ”cross–talk” region between
channels, that is used for channel–to–channel synchronization and (3) smooth, well con-
trolled (preferably flat) phase of both reflected and transmitted spectra in order to ensure
compressability of the individual channels. Fulfillment of all three requirements simultane-
ously is a formidable task [105]. Conventional DBSs are based on quarter–wave stacks of
alternating high– and low–refractive–index dielectric layers. Their high–reflectance (HR)
band is determined by the contrast between the refractive indices of the coating materials
and is typically much narrower than the desired spectral span of the individual synthesizer
channel. While exhibiting negligible GDD within the central region of their HR band, they
are plagued by strong group delay (GD)/GDD ripples at the edges of the zone, intolerable
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in applications for OWS. In order to extend the HR zone to the desired bandwidth and
suppress dispersion ripples in the transition zones, the layer thicknesses are numerically
optimized. The resultant slight detuning from a quarter–wave structure also creates the
required ”cross–talk” zones.
Beyond the above criteria, the DBSs of the OWS have to fulfill general requirements
for mirrors used in demanding applications, such as the compensation for the tensile stress
caused by the multilayer coating itself. In the case of an interferometric setup such as an
OWS, this is particularly important in order to match the wavefronts of the individual
channels and ensure their optimal superposition across the entire beam. This critical
requirement is met by applying a compensatory coating on the back surface of the mirror
substrate.
The designed reflectance and GD for the class of DBSs used for separating the UV, VIS–
UV and VIS channels in OWS in [106] and VIS and NIR from IR in an OPA–based active
OWS under development are presented in Fig. 4.1. The DBSs characterized by the curves
in the Fig. 4.1 well fulfill the above mentioned major requirements demanded by OWS
applications. (1) There is a high contrast between high reflectance and high transmittance
zones yet (2) there are relatively narrow transition zones between the channels, and (3) the
GD is smooth for both the high–reflectance and high–transmittance zones, even including
the transition regions. These DBSs can be used for splitting as well as for recombining the
beams.
4.3 Visible dispersive optics
Broadband dispersive multilayer mirrors in the VIS and NIR have matured over a couple
of decades. In their first applications dispersive mirrors aimed at introducing constant
negative GDD over a selected spectral range [107, 108]. Several design approaches have
been applied to improve mirror performance [109, 110].
In the pursuit of near–single–cycle light, the required working bandwidth rapidly ap-
proached an optical octave [91, 30]. Under these conditions, control of GDD to the lowest
order became insufficient for achieving transform–limited pulses and more sophisticated
designs were needed. Double–chirped mirrors [54, 111, 112], complimentary mirror pairs
[55] and double–angle mirrors [113] enabled significant extension of the bandwidth and
simultaneous control over the higher–order dispersion. Evolution of the design tools and
computational power have also been instrumental in the progress of the thin–film multilayer
coatings for ultrafast optics [114, 115, 116].
As a result, the state–of–the–art chirped mirrors nowadays are able to operate over
super–octave spectra and compensate the phase to an arbitrary dispersion order [117, 105].
However, the accurate initial definition of the dispersion target remains to be a major
challenge for the development of broadband dispersive multilayers.
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4.3.1 Phase compensation versus material compensation
The main goal of the dispersion management in the case of pulse compression is to compen-
sate for spectral phase variations; therefore, precise control of it is of utmost importance.
A major prerequisite is the accurate knowledge of the spectral phase to be compensated
for. Several techniques have been developed for measuring this quantity, allowing – to-
gether with the spectral amplitude – complete characterization of the ultra short laser
pulses [63, 62, 69]. Unfortunately, most of the techniques are not without shortcomings.
These include the presence of ambiguities, insufficient temporal and/or spectral resolu-
tion and/or range, an inherent inability to measure the complete pulse intensity and/or
phase, an inability to measure complex pulses, and artifacts due to multi–shot averaging
over pulses with fluctuating characteristics [118]. As a result, the phase retrievals may
be inconsistent and/or inaccurate and, thus, compromise the accuracy of the target for
dispersive multilayer development (henceforth briefly: dispersion target).
Whenever the chirp carried by the laser pulse to be compressed is dominated by material
dispersion, it may be more reliable to aim at canceling this material dispersion, which is
well known. Therefore, in the material compensation approach, the dispersion target is
chosen to compensate for the dispersion accumulated by the initially compressed pulse
after propagation through known materials (incl. air). Since the optical constants of
the commonly used optical materials and gases are well known, the resulting target can
be calculated with a high accuracy, with the only remaining source of uncertainty being
nonlinear effects.
Figure 4.2 presents two group–delay versus wavelength dispersion targets for mirrors to
be used in the VIS spectral range. The material–based dispersion target (blue curve) in the
Fig. 4.2 was designed to compensate for dispersion introduced by 2 mm of fused silica and
1 m of air with four bounces on double–angle dispersive mirrors. The phase–based target
(red curve) was derived from a measured spectral phase. While the material–based target
is clearly dominated by the second– and third-order dispersion, the phase–based target is
noticeably influenced by the higher orders. These higher orders are likely inherited from the
paternal nonlinear process, for example, broadening in a hollow–core fiber, or accumulated
upon propagation due to induced nonlinearities.
In rare cases, when the accurate measurement of the spectral phase is hindered and
compensation for material dispersion only does not yield the desired quality of compression,
a hybrid approach may be helpful. In this case, the initial target is approximated by the
known material dispersion. With the first set of dispersive optics produced in this way,
the residual phase is either carefully measured or compensated for by a programmable
dispersive filter [50, 119]. The new target is corrected for this residual phase. A dispersion
target developed following the hybrid approach is presented in Fig. 4.3. The black curve in
Fig. 4.3a is the initial dispersion target calculated to compensate for a particular amount
of material dispersion in the optical system. After the first optics were produced and
implemented, it was found that the blue edge of the spectrum (wavelength range 400 nm
to 450 nm) required additional dispersion (red curve in Fig. 4.3a ). The new hybrid
dispersion target was then designed to introduce the missing residual dispersion identified
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Figure 4.2: Dispersion targets developed based on phase compensation (red curve) and
material compensation (dark blue curve) approach. The vertical offset is introduced for
illustration purposes.
in the above procedure (blue curve). The reconstructed spectral phases of the ultrashort
pulses achieved with material–only and hybrid approaches are presented in Fig. 4.3b. The
spectral phase of the 6.1 fs pulse achieved via hybrid compression (blue curve) is noticeably
flatter in the working spectral range than the spectral phase of the 15 fs pulse achieved with
material compensation only, thus obviously yielding the better compression. The hybrid
approach is powerful at the expense of increased time and material consumption.
The production of multilayers that precisely reproduce the dispersion target over the
entire bandwidth is challenging. Dispersive multilayer coatings are very sensitive to de-
position errors, as even slight changes in the layer thicknesses affect the spectral phase,
so high–precision deposition techniques are required to ensure the reliable production.
Magnetron and ion–beam sputtering are well–established processes for the production of
dielectric multilayer optics for the VIS and NIR spectral ranges that offer higher accuracy
and reproducibility than electron beam evaporation. Consequently, the coating materials
are often chosen to be compatible with either of the methods.
The production of multilayers that precisely reproduce the dispersion target over the
entire bandwidth is challenging. Dispersive multilayer coatings are very sensitive to de-
position errors, as even slight changes in the layer thicknesses affect the spectral phase,
so high–precision deposition techniques are required to ensure the reliable production.
Magnetron and ion–beam sputtering are well–established processes for the production of
dielectric multilayer optics for the VIS and NIR spectral ranges that offer higher accuracy
and reproducibility than electron beam evaporation. Consequently, the coating materials
are often chosen to be compatible with either of the methods.
The working spectral range of a thin film coating is defined by the transparency re-
gions of the coating materials. A pair of layer materials with large contrast between their
refractive indices is highly beneficial for broadband control of optical radiation. Currently,
Ta2O5/SiO2 and Nb2O5/SiO2 are the two most commonly used material pairs for pro-
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Figure 4.3: Hybrid dispersion target approach for the design of the visible and near infrared
dispersive mirrors.(a) Hybrid dispersion target for the design of visible and near infrared
dispersive mirrors; (b) pulse compression with hybrid target: black curve - spectral phase
of the 15 fs pulse achieved with material compensation only, blue curve - spectral phase of
the 6.1 fs pulse (FTL=6 fs) achieved with hybrid compensation.
duction of the dielectric thin-film coatings for VIS and NIR spectral ranges. Their low
absorptance and high refractive index contrast (2.12/1.47 for Ta2O5/SiO2 and 2.28/1.47
for Nb2O5/SiO2 at 800 nm [120]) permit the production of multilayer structures with
high–reflectance and low–loss in the VIS spectral range.
The multilayer mirrors following the dispersion targets in Fig. 4.2 were produced with
the magnetron sputtering deposition process. The agreement between designed and mea-
sured characteristics demonstrates the reliability of the technology, Fig. 4.4. Upon imple-
mentation, both designs yielded well compressed nearly–transform–limited pulses. In the
case of phase–based target – 6.5 fs (6.1 fs FTL), Fig. 4.4a, material–based target – 2.9 fs
(2.7 fs FTL), Fig. 4.4b; therefore, validating the suitability of both approaches.
Overall, significant developments in the field of dispersive coatings stimulated by the
demands of the ultrafast optics allow for a versatile and reliable dispersion management in
the VIS and NIR spectral ranges.
4.4 Ultraviolet dispersive optics
For almost two decades after the first demonstration of dispersive multilayer mirrors [31],
their evolution responded to the demands of Ti:Sapphire–based systems, with little effort
being invested into the extension of the technology into UV spectral range [121]. Generation
of the synthesizer’s spectrum via broadening of the femtosecond Ti:Sapphire pulses in a
gas–filled hollow–core fiber [56, 106] gives rise to a significant extension of the spectral
range into the UV. Consequently, it is possible and -– for many applications desirable —
to extend the synthesizer’s spectral coverage to the UV spectral range.
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Figure 4.4: Dispersive multilayers in visible spectral range. (a) Dispersive multilayer devel-
oped upon phase compensation dispersion target; (b) dispersive multilayer developed upon
material compensation dispersion target: black solid curves - designed reflectance/GD, dot-
ted red curve - measured reflectance, dotted blue curve - measured GD.
UV is a notoriously difficult working range in terms of dispersion control for broadband
radiation, because the refractive index and absorption rapidly increase as the frequency of
the incident radiation approaches atomic resonances in the UV, resulting in strong disper-
sion and often non–negligible absorption over even relatively short propagation distances.
Manufacturing of precision dispersive multilayers in the UV is significantly more chal-
lenging. The physical thickness of the individual layers scales with the central wavelength,
thus, it becomes smaller for shorter wavelengths, while the absolute deposition error re-
mains approximately unchanged. Consequently, the relative error in layer deposition tends
to be higher in the UV than in the VIS–IR range. As a result, electron–beam evaporation
of the HfO2/SiO2 material pair, the well–established standard technology for the produc-
tion of high–reflectivity mirrors and filters in the UV, is unsuitable for manufacturing of
dispersive optics for UV. The accuracy of this deposition technique entails intolerable er-
rors for chirped multilayers in the UV. Fortunately, the deposition of this material pair has
recently been adapted for magnetron sputtering [122] and ion–beam sputtering, enabling
the deposition of layers with higher accuracy. This progress has been instrumental in
extending broadband dispersive multilayers into the UV range. Another major challenge
turned out to be the optical properties of the thin–film materials themselves.
4.4.1 Induced nonlinear effects: establishing control over induced
nonlinearities
This section of the thesis is largely adapted from O. Razskazovskaya et al. ”Nonlinear
absorbance in dielectric multilayers”, Optica 2, 2015, [123].
Due to the extreme temporal and spatial confinement of the intense few–cycle pulses
that are now commonly used for attosecond metrology, laser systems with moderate average
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powers yield pulse peak intensities on the target in the order of petawatt (1015 W), thus
allowing to enter the strong–field regime of nonlinear optics [124]. The ongoing development
of broadband optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs) holds promise for further scaling of the
achievable peak intensities [58, 61]. While the experiment is exposed to the petawatt level
intensities, the optics of the delivering systems are driven in the terawatt (1012 W) regime,
at which the response is dominated by low order bound electronic nonlinearities such as the
second and third order processes, consequently making it a perturbative regime [124]. The
appearance of the nonlinearities in bulk components such as lenses, windows etc. is well
recognized and addressed in literature, however, the performance of the thin film coatings
and DMs in particular, has hitherto been considered in linear domain only.
While developing the ultraviolet optics for the current project, we have observed for the
first time a nonlinear response of the dielectric DMs. We have found that the complicated
interference pattern within the DMs’ multilayer stack causes certain distribution of the
electric field inside the coating that gives rise to a very significant enhancement of the in-
ternal electric field. It is known, that multilayer structures like Bragg reflectors or resonant
cavities and quantum wells are capable of enhancing the nonlinear response [125, 126, 127],
however, even then the materials with relatively large nonlinear refractive indexes, mostly
semiconductors and polymers [128, 129, 130, 131], are used in order to achieve reasonable
scale of nonlinearity. In our case the enhancement becomes sufficient to trigger third order
nonlinear optical processes in the dielectric materials of the multilayer that have orders
of magnitude smaller nonlinear coefficients than common semiconductors/polymers, which
indicates the significance of the enhancement factor.
We have also found that, in our case, two photon absorption (2PA) strongly dominates
the observed nonlinearity, as the nonlinear response of the DMs emerges in the form of
nonlinear absorbance, while the appearance of the optical Kerr effect – second manifestation
of third order nonlinearity – is not evident.
Despite that at the first sight the observed nonlinearity appears to be unwanted only,
as it impairs the performance of ultrafast system, authors see attractive and worthwhile
applications, that will be discussed later.
Based on experimental data, we have developed a theoretical model that allows esti-
mation of the coefficient of 2PA and consequently prediction and to some extent tuning of
the intensity dependent absorbance of the coating. This gives an opportunity to not only
re–establish the mirrors’ operation, but a key for expanding the DM functionality into the
nonlinear domain as well as for exploitation of DM as a new kind of nonlinear element
suitable for advanced photonic applications.
4.4.2 Experiment and Results
In our experiments we used intense sub–40 fs laser pulses, carried at central wavelength,
λL, 400 nm to investigate the reflectance of a series of dispersive DMs, here and further
denoted as Mx–series. The light source is an intense s–polarized frequency doubled output
from a commercially available chirped pulse two–stage, multi–pass Ti:Sapphire amplifier.
Second harmonic generation is realized in a thin BBO crystal yielding ∼40 fs up–chirped
40
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Figure 4.5: Intensity dependent reflectance of the series of the non–optimized
DMs.(a)Relevant design data of the tested DMs. Mx refers to non–optimized DM, MMx–
2PA–optimized design: red bar – total optical thickness of the multilayer stack in nm,
light grey bar – sum optical thickness of H–index layers in nm, dark grey bar – sum optical
thickness of H-index layers contained in upper 1/3 of the multilayer stack only; disper-
sive properties are represented by the value of introduced GD per reflection (in frame);(b)
nonlinear response of the reflectance of the non–optimized D: solid lines are provided as a
guidance to the eye, error bars represent instrumental error of the measurement.
pulses at the average power of 3 W at 3 kHz repetition rate. Step–wise attenuation of the
light source power can be realized gradually down to 0.5 W without compromising temporal
and spectral characteristics of the pulses by modulating the radio frequency signal power
inside the Dazzler [50, 119]. With the implementation of the gentle focusing scheme, we
were able to gradually adjust the incident peak intensity, Ip, in the range from ∼3·109
W/cm2 to ∼ 2·1012 W/cm2. This intensity range was chosen as it covers desired working
range of the described mirrors which spans from 1010 W/cm2 to 1011 W/cm2. Damage
of the tested samples at intensities above 3.5 x 1011 W/cm2 prevented data collection at
higher intensities.
The mirrors of the Mx–series were designed for the wavelength range from 380 nm to
420 nm, though differed by the value of the introduced GD ranging from 25 fs (mirror
M3) to 100 fs (mirror M2) (Fig. 4.5). The mirrors were produced out of the Ta2O5/SiO2
material pair, Ta2O5 was used as the high–index material whereas SiO2 was the low–index
material. Both materials are most commonly used for the production of coatings in the
visible (VIS) spectral range, as the band gaps of Ta2O5 and SiO2 deposited by magnetron
sputtering are ∼4.2 eV [132] and ∼7.5 eV [133, 74] respectively. Linear absorbance for
Ta2O5 single layer is estimated to ∼ 0.8 · 10−3, for SiO2 ∼ 10−4. The mirrors were coated
on 25 mm diameter, 6.35 mm thick fused silica substrates transparent in VIS and near
ultraviolet (NUV) spectral ranges by means of magnetron sputtering thin film deposition
technology.
We observed that the DMs had an intensity dependent reflectance, i.e., the reflectance
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of the DM decreased with an increase of the incident intensity (Fig. 4.5b). The observed
effect was reversible, i.e., if the incident intensity was decreased, the reflectance instantly
rolled back to previously recorded higher values (Fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Reversibility of nonlinear response of the mirror M1. The error bars represent
instrumental error of the measurement.
Obtained reflectance curves for the DMs of the series Mx are presented at Fig. 4.5b.
The plots of the Fig. 4.5a, Fig. 4.5b show a clear dependence of the reflectance on the
absolute value of the introduced GD. The less the absolute value of introduced GD per
reflection is, the less pronounced the effect is. For instance, the nonlinear response of
the mirror M3, introducing the least GD, is significantly weaker than responses of mirrors
M1 and M2, introducing 80 fs and 100 fs GD respectively. Furthermore, we tested a
quarter–wave high reflector (QWHR) mirror, produced out of the same material pair, that
introduces virtually zero dispersion in the spectral range of interest, and did not observe
any evidence of nonlinear behavior (Fig. 4.5b).
These observations can be interpreted if one considers the structure of the dielectric
mirrors. As most DMs operate on the penetration effect [31] as a basic principle, a certain
minimal optical thickness of the coating needs to be reached in order to introduce the
desired value of GD [134]. The higher the desired value of GD, the thicker the coating is
and thus the deeper the electric field penetrates into the multilayer, involving more of the
coating material into the interaction. In addition to the penetration effect the presence of
resonant cavities [104] creates “hot regions” inside the stack where electric field is strongly
enhanced. Both effects together result in a complicated distribution of electric field within
the stack (Fig. 4.7a) that is significantly different from the typical distributions in QWHR
or single layers of identical optical thickness (Fig. 4.7b, 4.7c). Consequently, even relatively
small nonlinearities get enhanced and become pronounced in DMs.
In general, nonlinearity of optical media can be described by intensity–dependent vari-
ations of the complex dielectric constant, or the complex refractive index. In particular,
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Figure 4.7: Values of the electric field are normalized to the amplitude of the incident
electric field, Ea. (a) In DM M1.Due to the structure of the DM itself the electric field
is enhanced; (b) in quarter–wave high reflector (QWHR); (c) in single layer of high–index
coating material of identical optical thickness.
variations of the real part of the complex refractive index are related to Kerr–type non-
linearity. Variations of the imaginary part of the complex refractive index (extinction
coefficient) are related to the two–photon absorption (2PA) and can be described as an
increase of the extinction coefficient proportionally to the electric field intensity. The
appearance of 2PA absorption causes a noticeable increase of the losses, as the energy is
converted to heat, while optical Kerr–effect induces change of the refractive index and thus
modifies spectral phase. It is illustrated at Fig. 4.8 representing group delay dispersion
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(GDD) characteristic of mirror M1 1.
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Figure 4.8: Impact of different types of nonlinearities on dispersive performance of mirror
M1. Green bold line – simulated GDD curve in the range from 380 nm to 420 nm without
impact of either changing nonlinear refractive index, or 2PA. Red dotted line – simulated
GDD curve with the impact of 2PA, estimated spectrally averaged induced absorption is
∆α ≈ 15.2 · 102cm−1, blue dotted line – simulated GDD curve with impact of nonlinear
refractive index ∆n ≈ 0.0025 at corresponding intensity Ip = (3.5± 0.7) · 1011 W/cm2.
We performed thermal tests, where the surface temperature of the irradiated mirrors
was directly measured by a thermal camera, and compared the data obtained for the DM
M1 and the QWHR produced out of the same materials (Fig. 4.9). The measurements
showed that the surface of the DM warmed up significantly more than that of the QWHR.
This strongly indicated 2PA to be the leading cause of the reflectance change in our ex-
periments.
As 2PA is believed to give the predominant contribution to appearance of the optical
Kerr–effect [136], the appearance of strong 2PA should be accompanied by presence of non–
zero nonlinear refractive index n2. Still the transmittance of the coating has not evidently
changed in all intensity range, staying well within the error of the measurements (Fig.
4.5b).This observation appears to be rather peculiar. However, the results of [136, 137, 138]
demonstrate that there is a region in the range of photon energies, Ep, between direct band
gap, Eg, and 2PA edge, 0.5Eg, where nonlinear refractive index is nearly vanishing. This
region corresponds to Ep ∼ 0.75Eg. As the band gap of Ta2O5 deposited by magnetron
sputtering technique is an average in the range of 4.2 eV and our spectrum covers region
from 380nm to 420 nm, Ep in our experiment fits quite well into the predicted range, where
the n2 is nearly vanishing. That fully explains the lack of noticeable changes in n.
As we have concluded, that the nonlinear refractive index does not experience significant
changes, the dispersive properties of the DM should not be affected, only the losses. Thus it
1For illustration purposes the change in GDD induced by Kerr–effect was simulated using nonlinear
refractive index ∆n at 800 nm [135].
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is feasible to design a photonic device that demonstrates strong ultrafast nonlinear response
to irradiance, while preserving its dispersive characteristics and thus the temporal profile
of reflected pulse. For the realization of suggested device it is of main importance to be
capable of predicting and possibly tuning the strength of the nonlinear response, in our
case, the strength of 2PA. Following the conclusion that 2PA is the main cause of observed
nonlinearity, we have developed a model that allows quantitative and qualitative simulation
of the 2PA in thin film coatings and its subsequent applications.
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Figure 4.9: Blue bold line – surface temperature of irradiated mirror M1, pink bold line –
surface temperature of QWHR. Incident intensity is Ip = (3.5± 0.7) · 1011 W/cm2.
4.4.3 The model
We simulated 2PA in multilayer mirrors as an induced extinction coefficient proportional
to the squared electric field amplitude modulus: χ(z) = β|E(z)|2 , where z is the coordi-
nate along mirrors’ cross–section. Due the fact that the band gap of SiO2 is significantly
wider than the band gap of Ta2O5, we considered an induced extinction coefficient in the
Ta2O5 layers only. While ideally one has to perform this nonlinear interaction step in
time domain, we found out that in the case of slowly varying pulses containing ≥30 full
optical cycles, the pulses are long enough so that the treatment in frequency domain can
be utilized. Our sub-40 fs pulses centered at 400 nm are ideal for implementation of such
model. Moreover, consideration in frequency domain also provides substantial boost in
computational efficiency inheriting successful software packages in multilayer design [? ].
Although the values derived from our implementation, as a consequence of the above
considerations, are restricted to our specific laser pulses, the approach to the treatment of
2PA in terms of induced extinction coefficient, that is suggested here, is universal and can
be applied to virtually all possible cases.
Specifically, similar to [139], pp. 4-11 the initial system of Maxwell equations describing
interaction of s–polarized light with the multilayer mirror can be reduced to a boundary–
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value problem for a system of two nonlinear ordinary differential equations.
du
dz
= ikν (4.1a)
dν
dz
= ik(n˜(z, u)− α2)u, 0 < z < za, (4.1b)
n˜(z, u) = n(z)− iβ|u(z)|2 (4.1c)
(ν − qsu)|z=0 = 0 (4.1d)
(ν + qau)|z=za = 2qaEa (4.1e)
Here k = 2pi/λ = ω/c is the wavenumber, u(z) and ν(z) are tangential amplitudes of the
electric and magnetic fields, respectively, n(z) is the refractive index profile describing the
mirror structure. The coordinate z=0 corresponds to the boundary between the coating
and the substrate, the coordinate z=za corresponds to the boundary between the coating
and ambient medium. Parameters α and qs, qa are defined as α = nasinθ , qs,a = (n
2
s,a −
α2)1/2 , where ns and na are refractive indices of the substrate and ambient medium, θ
is the angle of incidence and Ea is amplitude of the electric field. The reflectance can be
determined as a ratio of reflected wave intensity to the intensity of the incident wave, that
leads to
R(k,Ea) =
∣∣∣∣qau(za, k)− ν(za, k)qau(za, k) + ν(za, k)
∣∣∣∣2 (4.2)
Note, that due to the nonlinearity of Eqs. 4.1 the reflectance is dependent on the
incident wave amplitude. Since the Eq. 4.2 is invariant with respect to multiplication
of u, ν, and Ea by exp(iφ), it is sufficient to study the dependence of R(k, Ea) on the
real valued Ea parameter. The dependence of the simulated reflectance Eq. 4.2 for the
mirror M2 versus the intensity of the incident light is shown in Fig. 4.10 for β = 10−6.
All dependencies are represented with respect to arbitrary intensity. The solid blue curve
in Fig. 4.10 represents the reflectance at the wavelength 400 nm. The reflectance drop
is noticeably dependent on the wavelength: the dashed–magenta and the dashed–green
curves represent the reflectance at 410 and 390 nm, respectively.
We consider irradiating pulses with spectral distribution having full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of 14 nm around the central wavelength 400 nm. For relatively long or/and
significantly chirped pulses with slowly varying amplitude the model Eq. 4.1-4.2 remains
valid with sufficient accuracy. In order to take into account the fact that different spectral
components of the pulse have different intensities, and as a result have different reflectance
due to 2PA non–linearity, we introduce effective reflectance corresponding to the specified
pulse. As the drop of input intensity for wavelengths deviating from the central wavelength
of 400 nm obviously leads to the corresponding increase of the reflectance, the effective
reflectance is higher than reflectance at the central wavelength, where the intensity of
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Figure 4.10: Blue curve, dashed–magenta and dashed–green curves are reflectance at 400,
410, and 390 nm, respectively. Black curve is the effective reflectance integrated with
respect to Gaussian spectrum with the center at 400 nm. For comparison the effective
reflectance of a 35–layer quarter–wave mirror with central wavelength 400 nm is also shown
(red curve). Top x–scale is relevant peak intensity in SI units calculated via multiplication
of peak intensity in arb.u. by G2 = (3.2± 0.3) · 107 fitting factor.
the incident light possesses a maximum value. For simplicity we assumed the spectral
distribution of intensity having a Gaussian shape
Ia(k) =
I0
∆
√
2pi
exp
(
−(k − k0)
2
2∆2
)
(4.3)
where ∆ in Eq. 4.3 is defined by the FWHM of the pulse spectrum and for k0 =
2pi 25000 cm−1, corresponding to the central wavelength of 400 nm, is equal to 2pi 371 cm−1.
The resulting effective reflectance can be obtained as
R(I0) =
1
∆
√
2pi
∫
R(k,Ea) exp
(
−(k − k0)
2
2∆2
)
dk, (4.4)
where we additionally assumed that the Ea is equal to the square root of the dimensionless
incident light intensity: Ea =
√
Ia(k) . The black curve in Fig. 4.10 corresponds to the
effective reflectance Eq. 4.4. Due to the essentially non–linear origin of 2PA, the effective
reflectance does not belong to the area between reflectance curves for 390 nm and 410 nm.
Even more, because of spectral integration the decrease of the reflectance is less pronounced
and it occurs at higher values of the incident light intensities comparing to monochromatic
cases. Note that at Fig. 4.10 integrated reflectance is higher than reflectance at 390, 400 or
410 nm when arbitrary light intensity is higher than 104. For comparison we also presented
effective reflectance of a 35–layer quarter–wave mirror for the central wavelength 400 nm.
This quarter–wave mirror exhibits nearly no noticeable decrease of the reflectance at the
same levels of the incident light. To better illustrate the physical mechanism of the induced
extinction coefficient influence on the resulting reflectance values we calculated its profiles
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for the wavelengths 390, 400, and 410 nm (Fig. 4.11). The profile for the wavelength 400
nm was calculated for the intensity providing 20% reflectance. This intensity is equal to
≈ 4.2·103 arb.u. (Fig. 4.10). Two other profiles for the wavelengths 390 and 410 nm were
calculated for the same intensity level that resulted in reflectance values equal to 0.314 and
0.071, respectively. One can clearly see the correlation between penetration depth of the
induced extinction coefficient and the value of the reflectance.
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Figure 4.11: Distributions of the induced extinction coefficient β|E|2 in the mirror M2
cross–section for wavelengths values: 390, 400, and 410 nm.
Since the reflectance R(k,Ea) Eq. 4.2 is obviously independent with respect to scaling
of u and ν by a factor G and simultaneous decrease of β by the factor of G2 , the obtained
results can help to estimate the value of β by fitting the experimental data. At low
intensities mirrors are illuminated with a collimated beam, while at high intensities, where
the focusing scheme is implemented, the iris is used to select the most intense part of
the beam; therefore it is possible to assume flat–top spatial distribution across the beam
spot. In this case the electric field Ea [V/m] is connected with incident light intensity
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I [W/cm2] with the relation Ea = 10
2
√
2Iη0 , where η0 ≈ 376.7 Ohm is the impedance
of vacuum. A good fit of the experimental data related to the mirror M2 is obtained
with G2 = (3.2 ± 0.3) · 107 (Fig. 4.12a) and as a result the estimate of β in SI units is
βsi ≈ β/(20000η0G2) = (4.1± 0.4) · 10−21 [m2/V2]. The obtained value of 2PA coefficient
seems to be rather high, but no numerical values of the 2PA coefficient were found in the
literature. We can compare 2PA value with other oxides. For this purpose it is necessary
to convert obtained value to one more appropriate for 2PA measurement:
α2 = 8piη0βsi/(nTa2O5λ). (4.5)
The estimation of the corresponding α2 value results in α2 = (4.35±0.5) ·10−9 [cm/W].
It is noticeably higher than similar values for Al2O3 (≈0.09·10-9 [cm/W] [140]) measured at
264 nm. On the other hand the corresponding value for TiO2 is significantly higher [141]:
α2 = (15÷ 19) · 10−9 [cm/W]. It is also necessary to take into account that literature data
is mainly related to bulk materials, while the optical properties of thin film materials may
significantly differ from the bulk ones. To cross-check the obtained value, we compared
the theoretical reflectance of the mirror M1, predicted with the same value of β taken into
account, to the experimental data (magenta and blue curves in Fig. 4.12a). The results
demonstrated a convincing correspondence.
In order to confirm, that it is the enhancement that plays the major role in the observed
nonlinearity, we additionally estimated the theoretical transmittance of a single layer of
Ta2O5. The single layer has an optical thickness equal to the sum optical thickness of all
H–index layers (SHOT) contained in M2 mirror stack Fig. 4.5a, and is either free standing
or deposited on the fused silica substrate, identical to mirrors’ substrates. The obtained
curve (Fig. 4.12a) indicates that enhancement of the internal field reached in DM is indeed
of major importance, as the reflectance drop of the single layer is significantly less than
those simulated and measured for DMs M1 and M2.
4.4.4 Implications
The nonlinear absorbance of the coating can be tailored, if along with the coefficient of
the linear absorbance, α, the nonlinear extinction coefficient β is taken into account and
implemented into the already adopted DM design approaches [116, 114, 115]. However,
design optimization will require multiple solutions of non–linear problems and is rather
time–consuming for conventional calculations. As a simpler approach, we have estimated
effective induced nonlinear absorption at the highest level of working intensity and intro-
duced linear absorbance of the similar value in high–index layers. It allowed us to develop
a new series of 2PA–optimized DMs using conventional multilayer design techniques.
As in this particular case, we were interested in developing device with the dispersion
characteristic similar to M1, while achieving the highest possible reflectance, the new 2PA–
optimized design targeted minimization of the 2PA. The detailed data of the new mirror,
MM1, are summarized in Fig. 4.5a. Comparison of the non–optimized and 2PA–optimized
design reveals major differences. The 2PA–optimized design not only contains less high–
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Figure 4.12: Optimization of 2PA in dielectric coating. (a) The 2PA parameter β has
been estimated by fitting to the experimental curve for the mirror M2. Theoretical curves
related to the single layer of Ta2O5, M1 and MM1 have been calculated with the same
2PA parameter β without additional fitting. Solid lines connecting actual measured data
points are provided as a guide to the eye. Error bars represent the instrumental error of the
measurement. (b) The designed stack of non–optimized M1. The coating contains approx.
equal amounts of high-index and low–index material, and the materials are distributed
homogeneously. (c) Designed stack of 2PA–optimized MM1. The presence of high–index
material is decreased in favor of low–index material, and the high–index material is con-
centrated farther from the top layers of the stack.
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index material, but the material is distributed differently. While in the non–optimized
designs high–index material is distributed homogeneously, with significant part of it con-
centrated in the upper layers of the structure where electric field is strong (Fig. 4.5a, Fig.
4.7a and Fig. 4.12b), in the 2PA–optimized design only a small fraction of high–index ma-
terial is localized in the upper layers (Fig. 4.5aand Fig. 4.12c). Therefore less high–index
material is involved into interaction and, consequently, the influence of the 2PA becomes
less pronounced.
Measured reflectance data of the modified design MM1 (Fig. 4.12a) revealed a signif-
icant improvement of the performance of the new DM in comparison to mirror M1. Its
effective reflectance is higher and it is less dependent on incident intensity in the working
range of interest. We have also performed Transient Grating Frequency Resolved Optical
Gating (TG FROG) [142] measurement confirming preservation of the dispersive properties
of the MM1 mirror.
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Figure 4.13: TG FROG. Reconstruction yields 19± 1 fs pulse duration at peak intensities
in order of ∼ 1011 W/cm2; inset: actual and reconstructed TG FROG traces.
As the reconstructed pulse duration stayed constant even at the highest incident in-
tensities (Fig. 4.13), we can conclude, that dispersion properties of the MM1 device are
unaffected throughout the working range.
The thermal performance has been also verified and as well showed noticeable improve-
ment (Fig. 4.14).
The modified design warms up less. Overall, the measured data is in close agreement
with the theoretical prediction (Fig. 4.12a), indicating the validity of the developed model
and reliability of the obtained value of β.
Overall, we have explored the nonlinear response of dielectric DMs. It was found
that the cause of discovered effect is the appearance of third order nonlinear processes,
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Figure 4.14: Thermal tests of 2PA–optimized design.
triggered by very strong enhancement of the internal electric field, that occurs due to the
complicated interference in the dispersive multilayer coating. 2PA dominates the response,
as the nonlinearity manifests itself in the form of nonlinear absorptance. Despite the strong
2PA, there were no noticeable changes of refractive index of the layer materials, due to
correspondence of the Ep to ∼(0.72 ÷ 0.74)Eg, the region where the nonlinear refractive
index is in vicinity of zero. A theoretical model that allows the estimation of the 2PA
coefficient and thus prediction and to some extent engineering of the intensity dependent
behavior of any multilayer coating has been developed.
We used the developed approach for the design of efficient octave–spanning ultravio-
let mirrors that will be later implemented in our OWS apparatus, described in detail in
Chapter 5.
4.5 Infrared dispersive optics
Just as in the UV, the development of dispersive optics for IR was lagging behind, but
for a different reason: the lack of scientific interest. Starting from the wavelength of 1.5
µm, most of the commonly used optical materials change from positive to negative group-
velocity dispersion (GVD), while Si and Ge maintain positive GVD through the mid IR
range. Consequently, it becomes possible to perform compression in bulk by carefully bal-
ancing the materials with opposite GVD in the beam path [143, 144, 86]. Unfortunately,
the approach works well only for dispersion compensation to lowest order (GDD), with
high-order contributions to dispersion, which are essential for few-cycle pulses, left uncom-
pensated [143]. That becomes essential for few-cycle laser pulses. In addition, with its
band gap of 1.11 eV (at 300 K), Si is susceptible to two-photon absorption, restricting
the maximum incident intensity. Implementation of dispersive multilayer mirrors offers an
elegant solution for circumventing these shortcomings.
Two alternative chirped mirror designs covering the IR range spanning from 1.6 µm to
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2.7 µm are presented in Fig. 4.15 . The design illustrated in Fig. 4.15a imitates dispersion
introduced by 0.25 mm of Si, design in the Fig. 4.15b follows alternative target. While
it introduces the GDD equivalent of 0.25 mm Si at the central wavelength, the sign of
third-order dispersion is changed to negative.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Dispersion target and design imitating 0.25 mm Si. (b) Dispersion target
and designe introducing second order ideantical to 0.25 mm Si, yet with negative third-
order dispersion. Gray, dark gray curves - the designed GD curves of an individual mirror
of the mirror pair, red curve - resulting designed averaged GD; gray, dark gray curves
- reflectance of the individual mirror of the mirror pair, blue curve - resulting averaged
reflectance.
As the thickness of the individual layers of the multilayer design scales with the central
wavelength of the incident spectrum, multilayer structures in the IR tend to be substantially
thicker than their counterparts designed for VIS or UV wavelengths. For example, the
physical thickness of the coatings in Fig. 4.15 approaches 20µm. The risk of excessive
tensile stress, which might affect the mechanical properties of the deposited structure and
make it peel off from the substrate, increases. The overall physical thickness must therefore
be traded off against bandwidth, dispersion and reflectance of the dispersive mirror, all
of which tend to increase with increasing number of layers and hence structure thickness.
For instance, the design in Fig. 4.15b was allowed to be slightly thicker and contain more
layers than the design in Fig. 4.15a, resulting in higher reflectance and improved pulse
compression efficiency.
Fortunately, the limitation to the maximum physical thickness is not a fundamental
one. The mechanical stress may be reduced by tuning the parameters of the deposition
process at the expense of changes in the optical properties of the layers. These changes
must be well understood and controlled, before the approach can be used for the production
of thicker structures.
Unlike in the UV, there are several layer materials excellently suited for multilayer
development in the infrared range. The already mentioned material pair exploited in
VIS/NIR, Nb2O5/SiO2, is transparent until 8 µm. For the spectral region beyond 2 µm
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- Si is an excellent high–index material, while SiO2 and Al2O3 are used as low–index
counterparts and are transparent until 7 µm [145]. The large electronic band gaps of
Nb2O5 and SiO2: 4 eV and 7.5 eV respectively, allow nonlinear effects to be avoided in the
infrared range, permitting developing and production of a broad class of efficient, precise
and flexible multilayer designs, essential for broadband pulse manipulation.
4.6 Conclusions of Chapter 4
Over the last two decades dispersive multilayer optics have become standard components
of ultrashort–pulse laser systems. Next-generation sources based on optical waveform syn-
thesis call for versatile control of the electromagnetic force of light within a half cycle of its
oscillation. This calls for multi–octave superposition of optical fields with adjustable phase
and amplitude. Again, aperiodic dielectric multilayers constitute an enabling technology
for this latest frontier of ultrafast science.
State–of–the–art multilayer deposition technology had to rise to several challenges to
be able to produce dispersive mirrors with the required precision in previously inaccessible
wavelength ranges. Extension of the dispersive multilayer technology into the UV spectral
range required both improved precision in depositing the nanometer–thick layers and new
design paradigms to avoid undesirable nonlinear effects coming into play. On the other
hand, pushing the opposite spectral frontier of dispersive multilayer optics to ever longer
wavelengths calls for new parameter optimization of coating algorithms for providing opti-
mal balance between robust mechanical and best possible optical properties of ever broader
multilayer structures.
At present, precision dispersive multilayer designs span over the working range of three
octaves, allowing precise and efficient dispersion control of light waveforms composed of
signals all the way from ultraviolet (0.29 µm) to mid infrared (2.7 µm) wavelengths. The
acquired experience facilitated the design and production of the advanced multilayer optics
implemented in the multi–channel multi–color waveform synthesizer presented in Chapter
5.
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Chapter 5
Multi–color multi-channel optical
waveform synthesis
This chapter is largely adapted from O. Razskazovskaya et al. ”Ultra broadband multi–
color source for attosecond science”, in preparation.
In this chapter we demonstrate a transfer of the optical mult–channel waveform synthe-
sis concept into the infrared spectral range. The apparatus covers a bandwidth spreading
over three optical octaves from ∼ 300 nm to above 2.5 µm that is subdivided into three
channels, each of which delivers sub–two–cycle pulses at the central wavelengths of 450
nm, 1.2 µm and 2.1 µm. If combined, the source supports synthesis of sub–cycle tran-
sients at the central wavelength of ∼ 1.8 µm. The developed system is intended to power
high–time–resolution studies of the electron dynamics in a broad range of semiconductor
materials that are potentially suitable for application in the lightwave electronics.
5.1 Introduction
Twenty years of progress in ultrafast optics has gradually pushed the technology to a level
that was unimaginable in the 1960, reaching the seemingly fundamental physical limit, –
light pulses lasting a single cycle of the oscillating electric field. Those in turn enabled the
generation and measurement of isolated attosecond pulses and led to the birth of attosecond
metrology, consequently, opening the door for observation and control of electronic motion.
To this end, and – more generally – for the control of electronic phenomena with the
electric force of light, precise control and shaping of the electric field evolution (henceforth
briefly: optical field) is of crucial importance [146, 147]. Shifting the phase of the carrier
wave with respect to the pulse envelope, referred to as the carrier-envelope phase, consti-
tutes the simplest means of modifying the temporal evolution of the optical field. This
modification preserves the sinusoidal field evolution and introduces a sub-cycle change in
the amplitude evolution for pulse duration comparable to the carrier wave cycle.
More versatile control of atomic-scale electronic motion requires sculpting of the field
evolution on an attosecond time scale, i.e. within the wave cycle of light. This calls for
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super-octave bandwidth and control schemes more sophisticated than simple adjustment of
the CEP. Sub-cycle tailoring of optical fields can be implemented by changing the relative
time delays between several coherently recombined CEP-stable wavepackets carried at
different wavelengths. This generic approach constitutes the basis of optical waveform
synthesis. The first successful implementations of OWS concept were based on stimulated
Raman scattering [148], the synchronization of independent ultrafast sources [149], or fiber
amplifiers jointly seeded with a spectral continuum [59].
More recently, multi-octave phase-stable supercontinua produced by self–phase mod-
ulation of millijoule femtosecond pulses in gas–filled hollow–fibers have been spectrally
subdivided and – after precision GDD and CEP control as well as delay of the separated
wavepackets – coherently recombined. The approach has yielded optical field transients
with non-sinusoidal waveforms [56] including ones with durations shorter than 1 fs [106].
However, until now these incredible transients have been synthesized at the central
wavelength of the conventional Ti:Sapphire–based ultrafast source, meaning that the wavepacket
caries an excitation energy of ∼ 1.55 eV. Such a source is well suited for investigating carrier
dynamics of the wide class of dielectric materials via the newly developed attosecond po-
larization spectroscopy [12]. Yet, a class of potentially valuable materials – semiconductors
– remains out of reach.
Here we develop an ultra broadband multi-channel multi-colored ultrafast source at
a central wavelength of ∼ 1.8 µm supporting synthesis of a sub–cycle field transients
at an excitation energy of ∼ 0.6 eV. Following the concept of the waveform synthesis, the
ultra broadband input spectrum spanning over three optical octaves (Chapter 3) generated
by intense sub–two–cycle infrared OPCPA (Chapter 2) is treated in three independent
dispersive delay lines. After GDD correction with the advanced multilayer dispersive optics
(Chapter 4), the channels deliver sub-two cycle pulses at the central wavelength of 450 nm,
1.2 µm and 2.1 µm. A coherent re–combination of the three channels supports ∼ 1.55 fs
pulse, while the coherently combined near infrared and infrared channels support ∼ 3.3 fs
pulse, both are the sub-cycle transients at a central wavelength of ∼ 1.8 µm. The source
is to become driving force for the next studies of the ultrafast electronic processes in large
class of dielectric and semiconductor materials, that are potentially suitable for the future
light wave electronics.
5.2 Experimental set up
The CEP–stable supercontinuum, generated in the Chapter 3, Fig. 5.1a, is seeded into
passive (non-amplifying) three–channel optical multi–color source depicted in Fig. 5.1b.
5.2.1 Channel subdivision
The first step in the development of the multi–color apparatus is a subdivision of the seeding
ultra broadband spectrum into several dispersive delay lines (henceforth: channels). This
is usually done with specially designed dichroic beam splitters (DBS).
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Figure 5.1: Multi–color multi–channel ultrafast source for attosecond science.(a) Spectral
coverage of the multi-color source; (b) the set up: DBS- dichroic beam splitter, DM -
dispersive mirror, CC DM - concave dispersive mirror, CC - concave mirror, otherwise
non–marked plane-plane aluminum (CH0/EOS), silver (CH1) and gold (CH2) mirrors.
As was mentioned in Chapter 4, there are several major requirements to the design of
these components: (1) a high contrast between reflected and transmitted light, (2) “cross-
talk” region between channels, that is used for channel-to-channel synchronization, (3)
smooth, well controlled (preferably flat) phase of both reflected and transmitted spectra in
order to ensure compressibility of the individual channels. Requirements (1) and (3) are
rather challenging. Most commonly used DBSs are based on the multilayer stacks built
of several alternating quarter–wave thick layers. However, the natural high reflectance
bandwidths of such DBSs is defined by the contrast between the refractive indices of
implemented coating materials and is typically much narrower than the desired bandwidth
of the individual synthesizer channels. In addition, there are strong group–delay ripples
on the edges of the high reflectance band, that are undesirable from the perspective of
spectral phase control. In order to extend the high reflectance band and suppress the GD
oscillations, the layer thickness of the DBS multilayer coating are de-tuned, or“chirped”,
from the quarter-wave values. The chirping also creates the required “cross–talks” zones.
The designed reflectance and GD for the set of DBSs implemented for spectral division
of the generated ultra broadband spectrum is presented in the Fig. 5.2a.
The spectrum is subdivided into three channels: (1) 300 nm – 600 nm , (2) 700 nm –
1400 nm and (3) 1400 nm – 2700 nm. In the present system the channel spanning over 300
nm – 600 nm is intended for the diagnostic purposes. It will deliver a sampling pulse for
the electro–optic sampling apparatus that is currently under development and henceforth
is denominated as CH0/EOS. The channels spanning over 700 nm -1400 nm and 1400 nm
- 2700 nm are henceforth referenced to as CH1 and CH2 accordingly. Spectral coverage of
the individual channels is presented in Fig. 5.2b. The CH1 and CH2 are designed for the
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Figure 5.2: Spectral coverage of the multi-color source. (a) Beam splitters employed for the
spectral subdivision; (b) spectral coverage of the individual channels, the spectral intensity
of each channel is independently normalized.
study of a nonlinear polarization dynamics in the dielectric and semiconductor materials
of interest.
The individual wavepackets of the CH1 and CH2 were characterized with the second-
and third-harmonic frequency-resolved optical gating (TH-FROG)[63] respectively. We had
a possibility to reliably characterize spectral/temporal phases of CH1 and CH2 right after
the exit of the hollow-core fiber, since at this point in the system the emerging spectrally
broadened pulse remains relatively compressed and pulse energy is sufficient to produce
a nonlinear signal with good signal to noise ratio. The recorded traces and reconstructed
wavepackets are demonstrated in Fig. 5.3. Due to a very low nonlinear signal generated in
the CH0/EOS, which suffers from much higher dispersion in transmissive optics, we had
no opportunity to reliably characterize its wavepacket before the compression.
As it can be seen from Figs. 5.3c, 5.3f, while the spectral phase of the CH2 is rather
flat, the spectral phase of the CH1 has a well defined surge at the short-wavelength side
of the spectral range. In addition, there is a leakage of the infrared frequencies from the
CH2 to CH1.
5.2.2 Spectral phase control in the individual channels
Compression of broadband wavepackets comprising the individual channels to the trans-
form limit (FTL) requires a precise control over their spectral/temporal phase. The aim of
the control in this context is to compensate for the variations in a spectral phase. There-
fore, the precise knowledge of a phase to compensate for is a major prerequisite. The
known spectral phase is then used either as a input parameter for the Dazzler or, in our
case, as a target for the development of the dispersive mirrors.
Several techniques for the characterization of spectral and temporal phase of ultrafast
pulses have been developed [63, 62, 64]. Unfortunately, they are still suffering from a range
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Figure 5.3: Spectra-temporal characterization of the individual channels after the exit from
the hollow–core fiber. (a) Recorded and reconstructed SH-FROG spectrogram; (b) recon-
structed temporal profile (black) and temporal (blue) phase; (c) reconstructed spectral
profile (black) and spectral phase (blue) of the CH1; (d) recorded and reconstructed TH-
FROG spectrogram; (e) reconstructed temporal profile (black) and temporal phase (blue);
(f) reconstructed spectral profile (black) and spectral phase (blue) of the CH2.
of ambiguities and limitations [118, 150] especially when dealing with nearly single cycle
pulses and pulses that are substantially chirped. As a result, the phase retrievals are often
appear to be inconsistent or not accurate enough to be used as targets for development of
dispersive multilayer optics. Under these circumstances, there are alternative approaches
in existence.
In particular, compensation for the accumulated material dispersion only is often a
method of choice. Following this approach the spectral phase is approximated to the
amount of the material dispersion that the assumed FTL pulses accumulates upon its
propagation to the point of the experiment. The dispersive optics is then designed to
compensate for the total introduced spectral phase.
In [101] we proposed and proved a more advanced “hybrid” approach. In this method
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the initial dispersion target is estimated with the material dispersion taken into account.
However, after the initial set of optics is produced and the partially compressed pulse
can be measured and fully characterized, the next set of optics that compensates for the
residual phase is produced.
In the present system we have implemented material compensation and “hybrid” ap-
proaches for the design of the dispersive optics. As the pulse energy of the CH0/EOS was
insufficient to make a reliable phase measurement over the entire spectral range covered
by the channel, we have turned to the material compensation approach and estimated the
accumulated dispersion knowing the amount of materials in the channel. This estimation
was used as the dispersion target, Fig. 5.4a (inset). As the spectral phase of the CH2 had
no significant features to be concerned about, its dispersive target was as well developed
following the material compensation approach, Fig. 5.4c.
For the development of the optics for CH1 we turned to a modified “hybrid” approach.
The spectral phase information of the CH1 (Fig. 5.3c) was used to calculate reference GD
and group-delay dispersion (GDD) of an empty channel with high accuracy. At the second
step, similar to the material compensation approach, we calculated the dispersion of the
optical components later used in the channel and added the value to the measured one.
The sum became the CH1 dispersion target, Fig. 5.4 (inset).
The mirrors for the CH0/EOS and CH1 were designed using a double–angle approach[113],
sixteen bounces on the dispersive mirrors are needed for the compression in CH0/EOS and
four in CH1. The mirrors of the CH2 are a complimentary pair [55], only one complimen-
tary pair is used in CH2, Fig. 5.1b. Commercially available OptiLayer software [] was used
for all designs. Designed reflectance and GD curves are presented in Fig. 5.4.
HfO2/SiO2 material pair was used for the deposition of the CH0/EOS mirrors and
Nb2O5/SIO2 pair for the mirrors of CH1 and CH2. The coatings were deposited by mag-
netron sputtering(Helios plant, Leybold - Optics GmbH, Alzenau, Germany). The pro-
duced optics were characterized with spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer Lambda-950) and
home-built white light interferometer based on spectral interferometry. Measured GD of
the produced and implemented components is presented in Fig. 5.4d.
5.3 Multi–color ultrafast source
The mechanical design of the source is presented in Fig. 5.1. In addition to the dispersive
mirror, the fine tuning of the dispersion is performed by changing amount of the material
in the channels with wedges and thin plane-parallel plates produced of MgF2, CaF2 and
ZnSe (not shown in the sketch).
The channels were temporally characterized using X-, SH - and TH-FROG.
The X-FROG was used to characterize the temporal profile of the pulse in CH0/EOS.
For the reference pulse, a part of the supercontinuum was split and filtered through a
narrow band filter centered at 1550 nm. The reference was independently characterized
with the SHG FROG, Fig. 5.5c. The reconstructed pulse was later used for the X-FROG
reconstruction of the CH0/EOS pulse, Fig. 5.5f. Reconstructed X-FROG trace shows
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Figure 5.4: Dispersive optics of the multi-color source.(a) Dispersive mirror designed for
CH0/EOS. Inset: zoomed in dispersive target of the CH)/EOS mirror; (b) dispersive mirror
designed for the CH1: gray, dark gray curves - designed GDD and reflectance at 5◦ and
19◦ angles of incidences, solid red line – total GDD per pair, solid magenta line – total
reflectance per pair, solid blue line – dispersion target; (c) dispersive mirror designed for
the CH2: gray, dark gray curves - designed GDD and reflectance of the individual mirrors
of the pair, solid red line – total GDD per pair, solid magenta line – total reflectance per
pair, solid blue line – dispersion target; (d) measured group delay of the dispersive mirror
pairs of the individual synthesizer channels.
compression for the CH0/EOS to ∼ 2 fs – nearly the transform–limited pulse duration
(FTL ∼ 1.9 fs). Reconstructed spectrum confirms the presence of all frequency components
and corresponds well to the one measured with the grating spectrometer, Fig. 5.2b, thus
assuring the reliability of the measurement.
SH– and TH–FROG were used to characterize CH1 and CH2 accordingly. The mea-
sured traces and reconstructed spectral and temporal profiles are presented in Fig. 5.6.
The CH2 is as well compressed to nearly the transform limit – ∼ 13 fs vs. ∼ 12 fs FTL,
again showing a close correspondence between reconstructed an recorded spectra.
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Figure 5.5: Spectra-temporal characterization of the CH0/EOS. (a) Recorded and recon-
structed SH-FROG spectrogram of the 1550 nm reference pulse later used for X-FROG; (b)
reconstructed temporal profile (black) and temporal (blue) phase; (c) reconstructed spec-
tral profile (black) and spectral phase (blue) of the 1550 nm reference pulse; (d) recorded
and reconstructed X-FROG spectrogram; (e) reconstructed temporal profile (black) and
temporal phase (blue); (f) reconstructed spectral profile (black) and spectral phase (blue)
of the CH0/EOS.
The CH1 is compressed to ∼ 8 fs – noticeably longer than supported FTL of 6.2 fs.
However, due to the limited reflectance bandwidth of the dispersive mirrors, the lower
frequency components that were present in the channel right after the exit of the hollow–
core fiber, Fig. 5.3c, are now filtered out. Reconstructed spectrum, Fig. 5.6c, corresponds
well to the one measured with the grating spectrometer, Fig. 5.2b, indicating the reliability
of the measurement. The reconstructed spectral phase of the CH1 (Fig. 5.6c) shows a
residual high order spectral phase in the short wavelength region. Peculiarly, the absolute
value of the residual phase is identical to the one that was measured right after the entrance
of the hollow-core fiber. An additional adjustment step will be needed to correct for this
residual phase with the hybrid approach.
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Figure 5.6: Spectra-temporal characterization of the individual channels after compression.
(a) Recorded and reconstructed SH-FROG spectrogram; (b) reconstructed temporal profile
(black) and temporal (blue) phase; (c) reconstructed spectral profile (black) and spectral
phase (blue) of the CH1; (d) recorded and reconstructed TH-FROG spectrogram; (e)
reconstructed temporal profile (black) and temporal phase (blue); (f) reconstructed spectral
profile (black) and spectral phase (blue) of the CH2.
5.4 Conclusions of Chapter 5
Here we presented development of the multi–color multi–channel ultra broadband light
source with the spectral coverage exceeding three optical octaves. The source comprises
three color channels each of which delivers a sub–two cycle pulse. CH1 and CH2 can be
used either together, or individually to look at the carrier dynamics in different photon
energy regions. CH1 and CH2 combined support synthesis of a 3.3 fs pulse – a sub–cycle
transient at a central wavelength of ∼ 1.8 µm. CH0/EOS is developed to become a probe
pulse for the electro–optic sampling detection scheme. In general, CH0/EOS can also be
added into the synthesis. If so, the three channels combined enable synthesis of ∼ 1.55 fs
pulses. Nonetheless, this is outside of our interests at the moment.
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Chapter 6
Electro–optic sampling of
near–infrared and visible waveforms
This chapter presents a proof–of–principle experiment demonstrating the feasibility of mea-
suring near infrared and visible waveforms with high–frequency broadband electro–optic
sampling technique.
Here we develop a high–frequency broadband electro–optic sampling scheme for a direct
recording of optical waveforms with frequencies up to 500 THz (600 nm) – well into near–
infrared and visible range. For the first time, the technique that is otherwise used in the
terahertz (THz) range enters optical frequencies.
6.1 Introduction to the topic
Attosecond science empowers observation and control of electron motion. In particular
measurement techniques [40, 12], the crucial information is extracted from the imprint
that the process being observed leaves on the transmitted/reflected electric field. For this
reason the exact knowledge of the electric field evolution, including amplitude and phase,
is of a crucial importance.
Time–domain, field–resolved measurements are common in the THz spectral range.
One of the potent techniques that is well–recognized in the community is electro–optical
sampling (EOS) [67, 68, 151]. It offers broadband detection, flat spectral response and
straight forward interpretation of the experimental results all in elegant, compact and cost
efficient apparatus. The functionality is based on the exploitation of the linear optical
(Pockels) effect between a terahertz field and a substantially shorter well–polarized sam-
pling pulse. Upon propagation in the electro–optical crystal the terahertz field induces
birefringence that affects the polarization ellipticity of the sampling pulse. The ellipticity
modulation of the sampling beam can then be analyzed to provide information on both
the amplitude and phase of the applied electric field.
As the sampling pulse should typically be substantially shorter than the half cycle of
the test field, the electro-optic sampling is limited to the frequencies of 135 THz (2.2 µm)
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and below.
The direct recording of the visible and near infrared frequencies has been hitherto avail-
able via the attosecond streaking camera [65, 66, 152] and petahertz optical oscilloscope
[153]. However, both techniques rely on generation and detection of extreme ultraviolet
radiation, are rather complex and require cumbersome vacuum apparatus, that is both
expensive and technologically demanding. A promising new addition is a recording of the
electric field evolution via generation of photo–induced currents in dielectrics [10, 154],
however, the exact transfer function between the recorded currents and the driving electric
filed is not well–defined yet.
Recently, a novel high–frequency broadband EOS detection scheme that is taking ad-
vantage of a delicate spectral filtering allowed to dramatically shift the detection limits of
EOS to as high as 220 THz (1.2 µm) [69].
This impressive shift in the paradigm originates in the fact that the mechanism of the
polarization rotation in high–frequency (broadband) EOS differs from the standard picture
of the quasi–static Pockels effect, where the sampling pulse should be significantly shorter
than a half–period of the oscillation to be observed. The method doesn’t directly utilize
the interaction between the terahertz test waveform and the typically near–infrared sam-
pling pulse. Instead, upon propagation the interacting test electric field and the sampling
broadband pulse generate a nonlinear signal that is frequency up–shifted (in the case of
sum frequency generation (SFG)) or down–shifted (in case of the DFG) relatively to the
sampling pulse in such a way, that there is a spectral overlap between the nonlinear sig-
nal and the part of the sampling pulse’s spectrum. The presence of the nonlinear signal
then produces the polarization rotation of the sampling pulse. This polarization rotation
is primarily confined to the outer edges of the sampling pulse‘s spectrum in the case of
high frequency test fields, and can be therefore isolated by appropriate spectral filtering
implemented before the polarimeter [155]. Consequently, the limitation for the maximal
pulse duration of the sampling pulse is eased and it is possible to reliably record the test
waveforms which half cycle is up to 2.3 shorter than the sampling pulse. Unlike in the
case of the standard EOS, the recorded signal is no longer an intuitive cross–correlation
between the test and the sampling pulses. An additional interference process is involved,
thus making the interpretation of the results more elaborate, yet not less accurate.
A further expansion of the detection limits into the near–infrared/visible is viable, yet
necessitates availability of a broadband sampling pulses with significant spectral content in
the ultraviolet spectral range in order to enable the detection of the SFG signal generated
by the visible components of the spectrum. In this chapter I present development of a
high-frequency broadband EOS set up, that enables direct recording of near-infrared and
visible light fields.
6.2 Experimental set up
The experimental set–up of the developed broadband EOS is depicted in Fig. 6.1. After the
final re–combination DBS, Fig. 5.1b, the test near–infrared/visible waveforms belonging
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to the channels CH1, CH2 or CH1 and CH2 combined are co–propagating with the probe
pulse emerging from CH0/EOS. The pulses are polarization–filtered and consequently co–
focused via an off–axis aluminum parabolic mirror (f = 150 mm) into the 100 µm type–I
BBO crystal. The incident electric fields are polarized along the ordinary (o) axis of the
crystal. A SFG signal is then generated along the extraordinary (e) axis of the crystal.
The generated SFG has a spectral and temporal overlap with the high frequency edge of
the sampling’s CH0/EOS pulse spectrum. The generated SFG signal induces polarization
rotation onto the sampling pulse, that is later detected with Wollaston prism and balanced
photo diode.
Figure 6.1: High-frequency broadband electro-optic sampling. The set up. BBO – 100 µm
type–I BBO crystal. BP - band–pass filter, cut of at 320 nm, λ/4 - quarter-wave plate,
Balanced PD – balanced photo diode.
In order to unambiguously detect the frequencies in the 500 THz (600 nm) to 100 THz
(3 µm) range, the SFG signal produced by mixing of those components with the sampling
pulse has to have no spectral overlap with the test pulse itself. Thus, the lower frequency
edge of the sampling pulse should start at about the 500 THz mark. On the other hand,
in order to be able to sample the highest frequencies of the test pulse, the produced SFG
signal has to still have a spectral overlap with the sampling pulse. That means that the
highest frequency of the sampling pulse should be at around and beyond 1 PHz (300 nm).
Thus, the sampling spectral bandwidth that is required for a clean detection of visible and
near–infrared waveforms is 500 THz to 1PHz. We have to note that the detection
is reliable only in case when all signal contributions add coherently, implying
a requirement for a minimal group delay dispersion over the above mentioned
formidable sampling spectrum. This nontrivial challenge was successfully solved in
Chapter 5 by generation of ∼ 2 fs CH0/EOS sample pulse, thus, essentially enabling the
operation of the detecting scheme.
As it is the shortest wavelengths that are required for the detection of the highest
frequencies in the test waveform, the detection bandwidth along with the signal–to–noise
ratio can be drastically improved by a proper filtering [155]. The spectral range of the
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sampling pulse is presented in the Fig. 5.2b. The spectral region between 300 nm and
320 nm ( THz to THz) is vital for detection of the 500 THz spectral cut off of the two–
channel synthesizer. We introduced several bandpass filters centered at around 315 nm for
enhancing the EOS’s spectral response in that range, Fig. 6.1.
6.3 Experimental results
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Figure 6.2: Electro-optic sampling of visible-near–infrared waveforms. (a) Recorded EOS
trace of the waveform in CH1; (b) spectrum reconstructed from the recorded EOS trace.
Using the described apparatus, we have sampled waveforms delivered by the CH1 and
CH2. For the recording of the EOS traces we use the temporal delays installed in the
corresponding channels, Fig. 5.1, while the temporal position of the sampling CH0/EOS
pulse remains fixed. Temporal overlap between the test and the sampling pulse is found
and set to the point where the SFG signal between the two, that is observed with the
grating spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Maya Pro), is maximized. Spatial overlap is set by
finding an optimizing interferometric fringe pattern between the generated SFG signal and
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the sampled pulse. The recorded electric field vs. time EOS traces are presented in Figs.
6.2a, 6.3a.
From the recorded EOS–traces the spectra are obtained by taking the squared modulus
of the Fourier transformation of the sampled electric field. The reconstructed spectra
confirm presence of all the required frequency components contained in the original spectra,
Figs. 5.2b. However, a precise interpretation of the recorded waveforms, comparison of
the reconstructed spectra with the spectra recorded via grating spectrometers and with
the acquired FROG traces requires a definite knowledge of the EOS response function and
is an ongoing work.
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Figure 6.3: Electro-optic sampling of near–infrared waveforms. (a) Recorded EOS trace of
the waveform in CH2; (b) spectrum reconstructed from the recorded EOS trace.
After confirming the functionality of the newly developed broadband high–frequency
EOS in the frequency ranges covered by the individual channels, we have attempted to
record a waveform that is produced by a coherent re–combination (synthesis) of CH1 and
CH2.
The temporal and spacial overlap between the CH1 and CH2, and CH0/EOS was
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found following the procedure of generating the SFG signal and optimizing the contrast
of the interferometric fringe patterns described a couple of paragraphs above. Synthesis
of the waveforms that incorporate the entire spectral bandwidths requires well balanced
contributions from the individual spectral components. As in our case only about 13% of
the supercontinuum energy is re–distributed into the CH1, the energy contribution of the
CH2 has to be substantially reduced in order to balance the CH1 and ,thus, enable the
synthesis of the ultimate waveform covering the entire CH1 + CH2 range. The CH2 beam
is limited with an iris.
Unlike in the case of the individual channels, in the case of the synthesized waveforms
the temporal delay of the CH0/EOS is scanned in order to record the EOS trace. The
recorded electric field vs. time trace acquired by our novel broadband high-frequency EOS
is presented in Fig. 6.4a.
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Figure 6.4: Electro-optic sampling of visible–infrared waveforms. (a) The electric field. vs
time EOS trace of the waveform synthesized by coherent re-combination of the CH1 and
CH2; (b) spectrum reconstructed from the recorded EOS trace.
The recorded trace reveals synthesis of a waveform that comprises less than one oscil-
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lation of the electric field under the envelope. The high–frequency cut off is at as high as
430 THz ( 700 nm) which corresponds well to the high-frequency edge of the CH1. Yet,
we stress that a precise interpretation of the recorded waveforms is only possible with a
precise knowledge of the EOS response function.
Unfortunately, the detection scheme is not sensitive in the frequency range between
430 THz and 500 THz. However, that should be attributed to the fact that the dispersive
optics implemented for the dispersion compensation in the CH1 has spectral coverage till
430 THz only. Outside this frequency range the dispersion is no longer rendered, thus,
the requirement for the coherency of the contributions from both test and sampling pulses,
Com. 6.2, is violated, consequently causing the loss of the technique‘s detection capabilities.
6.4 Conclusions of the Chapter 6
We have demonstrated a benchmarking development of a broadband high–frequency EOS
apparatus capable of unambiguously detecting the frequency components as high as 430
THz (700 nm). The apparatus marks a scientific and technological milestone when a mea-
surement technique, otherwise used in the THz range, allows direct recording of the electric
field of visible light. The apparatus offers a unique ability for a complete characterization of
the infrared, near–infrared and visible waveforms with retrieving information about spec-
tral amplitude, spectral phase and absolute CEP in a compact, simple and free-space set
up without the need for a cumbersome vacuum apparatus. With a foreseeable expansion
of the detection limits to up to 500 THz, the apparatus will cover a working range of most
commonly used Ti:Sapphire based drivers that are currently applied in the experiments
of attosecond science, challenging the attosecond streak camera and becoming a tool of
paramount importance for the future experiments in attosecond and strong-filed physics.
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Conclusions
In the view of the anticipated dawn of silicon electronics, light–based signal processing
became one of the major topics of current scientific interest. While light–based communi-
cation is a well–developed technology, light–based signal processing requires an availability
of a major building block – an optical transistor. Consequently, large scientific and tech-
nologically efforts are now focused onto investigation of passive all–optical switching and
all–optical logic.
Recent work of A. Sommer and colleagues has uncovered a viable physical mechanism
that could potentially allow for optical switching at up to PHz clock rates while simulta-
neously assuring nearly zero heat emission. The dynamics was observed in fused silica –
a wide band gap dielectric under the irradiance with intense near–infrared sub–two–cycle
light fields. However, it is of fundamental character and is expected to be common for
other materials, including silicon. Yet, the similar investigations of silicon, the most tech-
nologically relevant material up–to–date, would require usage of intense ultrafast sources
covering near–infrared and infrared spectral ranges along with a technique capable of a
complete characterization of those intense fields.
This dissertation presents development of an intense ultrafast multi–color multi–channel
coherent phase–stable source spanning over visible, entire near–infrared and infrared ranges
and introduces a valuable measurement technique that potentially enables full temporal
characterization of the produced light fields.
The developed source is built following the concept of the parallel optical waveform
synthesis that enables generation of arbitrary waveforms via a coherent recombination of
several spatially and temporally confined wavepackets at different central frequencies. The
essential component for such an apparatus is the availability of an ultra broadband, coher-
ent, and phase-stable supercontinuum spanning over several optical octaves. Generation
of the required supercontinuum is a formidable challenge on its own.
In order to generate the necessary spectrum, a substantial upgrade of the pre–existing
set up has been performed. A novel hybrid degenerate/nondegenerate optical–parametric
amplification stage based on the combination of two amplification crystals has been imple-
mented. The combination of type–I and type–II barium borate crystals(BBO) has allowed
to circumvent the power and bandwidths limitations of the pre–existing set up based on
the bulk lithium niobate, ultimately yielding energetic (1.3 mJ) sub–two–cycle pulses (∼
11 fs) at a central wavelength of ∼ 2.1 µm.
These pulses were used to generate an ultra broadband mJ–level supercontinuum span-
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ning over three optical octaves from ∼ 280 nm to beyond ∼ 2.5 µm – an unprecedented
spectral bandwidth. The good phase–stability of the generated supercontinuum (∼ 200
mrad) enables exploitation of the developed sources for the purposes of ultrafast pump–
probe spectroscopy, electro–optical imaging and other experiments relying of the time–
resolved analysis of the evolution of the electric field.
Along the lines of the waveform synthesis concept, the generated phase–stable spec-
trum was subdivided into three dispersive–delay lines (channels). The wavepackets in
each channel were temporally compressed to about the Fourier–transform–limited pulse
durations via implementation of advanced multilayer thin–film dispersive optics, deliver-
ing sub–two–cycle pulses at central wavelength of ∼ 450 nm, ∼ 1.2 µm and ∼ 2.1 µm.
If coherently combined, the three channels together would ultimately allow to synthesize
sub–cycle–transients at a central wavelength of ∼ 1.8 µm – unique tool for time–resoled
investigation of the electron and band gap dynamics in semiconductor materials. At the
present state, the ultraviolet channel is, however, used for diagnostics purposes only. Mean-
while, the near–infrared and infrared channels support a nearly–single cycle transient at ∼
1.8 µm if coherently combined, while still providing a sub–two–cycle pulses at the carrier
wavelengths in the spectral regions that are of the most interest in application to common
semiconductors.
Special care was taken for the design of the dispersive optics for the channel covering
ultraviolet region of the spectrum. In the course of the work it was found that a specific
distribution of the electric field created within the thin–film structure of the dispersive
optics creates a significant enhancement of the internal electric field. The enhancement
becomes substantial to trigger the appearance of the nonlinear effects, that are not ob-
served in the case of bulk materials. Namely, we have found a strong enhancement of
the two–photon absorption that causes significant losses. Luckily, it is possible to modify
the initial multilayer structures in the way that the enhancement is largely suppressed,
while maintaining the dispersive properties of the developed component unaffected. These
findings assisted in efficient compression of the ultraviolet synthesizer channel.
A new efficient approach for the development of the dispersive optics for visible spectral
range was proposed and verified and first steps were made in the development of infrared
dispersive mirrors.
The wave packets delivered by the ultraviolet channel of the synthesizer became en-
abling force for a novel high–frequency electro–optic sampling diagnostics tool. Based
on the induced polarization rotation the technique allowed to resolve and directly record
electric fields with the frequency content as high as 430 THz – a paramount achievement
for the approach that is typically used in the infrared spectral range. Implementing the
technique, visible transients were directly recorded for the first time in an all–optical, free
space apparatus..
Overall, the developed source together with the high–frequency electro–optic sampling
diagnostics becomes a unique package for the fine time–resolved studies of band gap and
electron dynamics in a wide range of dielectric and, most importantly, semiconductor
materials. With this tools, acquiring the knowledge necessary for the development of the
fast, efficient, all–optical electronics is hopefully closer than we could ever fancy.
Appendix A
Data archiving
The experimental raw data, evaluation files, and original figures can be found on the Data
Archive Server of the Laboratory for Attosecond Physics at the Max Planck Institute
of Quantum Optics: //AFS/ipp-garching.mpg.de/mpq/lap/publication_archive. For
each chapter of the thesis, there is a dedicated folder. In case the figure is produced by some
data processing, there is a separate folder containing the .opj projects used to evaluate the
data and create original images.
Each figure is present in editable .ai or .emf formats in addition to the final .pdf,
.jpg or .png figure. Each chapter folder contains a readme file for further explanations
and instructions. An overview of the figures and how they are produced is given in the
following table.
Introduction please view the corresponding folder
Fig. 1 reprint from the doctoral thesis of A.M. Sommer, [13]
Fig. 2 schematic plot of the set up .svg and .png
Chapter 1 please view the corresponding folder
Fig. 1.1 schematic plot .emf,, .ai, .pdf
Fig. 1.2 schematic plot .emf,, .ai, .pdf
Fig. 1.3 schematic plot .emf,, .ai, .pdf
Fig. 1.4 schematic plot .emf,, .ai, .pdf
Fig. 1.5 schematic plot .emf,, .ai, .pdf
Fig. 1.6 schematic plot .emf,, .ai, .pdf
Chapter 2 please view the corresponding folder
Fig. 2.1a, Fig. 2.1b .ai .pdf, raw data and plotting .opj
Fig. 2.2a schematic plot .svg, .pdf
Fig. 2.2b, 2.3, 2.5 .ai, .pdf. raw data and plotting .opj
Fig. 2.4 screen shots .ai, .pdf.
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Chapter 3 please view the corresponding folder
Fig. 3.1a reprint from the doctoral thesis of Dr. A.H. Schwarz, [156]
Fig. 3.1b, 3.2 .ai, .pdf, raw data, processing and plotting .opj
Fig. 3.3 .ai, .pdf., raw data and plotting .opj
Chapter 4 the entire chapter uses reprints from [101] and [123]
Chapter 5 please view the corresponding folder
Fig. 5.1a uses data of the Fig. 3.2, .ai, .pdf
Fig. 5.1b schematic plot .emf, .pdf
Fig. 5.2a .ai, .pdf, raw data and plotting .opj
Fig. 5.2b .ai, .pdf, raw data and plotting .opj
Fig. 5.3 .ai, .pdf, raw data and plotting .opj
Fig. 5.4 .ai, .pdf, raw data and plotting .opj
Fig. 5.5 .ai, .pdf, raw data and plotting .opj
Fig. 5.6 .ai, .pdf, raw data and plotting .opj
Chapter 6 please view the corresponding folder
Fig. 6.1 schematic plot, .ai, .svg
Fig. 6.2 .ai, .pdf, raw data, processing and plotting .opj
Fig. 6.2 .ai, .pdf, raw data, processing and plotting .opj
Fig. 6.2 .ai, .pdf, raw data, processing and plotting .opj
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